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ABSTRACT
This guide is designed to provide summary information

about support programs of the National Science Foundation and is
intended as a source of general guidance for institutions and
individuals interested in participating in these programs. Program
listings describe the principal characteristics and basic purpose of
each activity, eligibility requirements, closing dates (where
applicable) and the address from which more detailed information,
brochures, or application forms may be obtained. (Author/CP)
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This guide is designed to provide summary information about
support programs of the National Science Foundation, and is
intended as a source of general guidance for institutions and
individuals interested in participating in these programs. Program
listings describe the principal characteristics and basic purpose

of each activity, eligibility requirements, closing dates (where
applicable), and the address from which more detailed informa-
tion, brochures, or application forms may be obtained.

DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states: "No
person In the United States shall, on grounds of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation
in, or denied the benefits of, ot be subject to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance." All programs or activities receiv-
ing financial assistance from the National Science
Foundation operate in compliance with this law.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Science Foundation is an agency of the
Federal Government established i n 1950 to advance
scientific progress in the United States. The Foundation
fulfills this responsibility primarily by sponsoring scientific
research, encouraging and suppor ting improvements in
science education, and fostering scientific information
exchange. NSF does not itself conduct research or carry
out education projects.

The Foundation supports scientific research and education
projects in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological,
social and engineering sciencesand in interdisciplinary
areas comprised of overlapping fields such as oceanography,
meteorology, and geochemistry, etc. The Foundation does
not support projects in clinical medicine, the arts and
humanities, business areas, social work, or education
methodology.

The National Science Board is the policymaking body of
the National Science Foundation. It consists of 25 members
appointed by the President, by and with the consent of the
Senate, and includes the Director of the Foundation who
serves on a full-time basis. The Board passes on new
Foundation programs and on grants or contracts requiring a
total commitment of more than $2 million or an annual
expenditure of more than $500,000.

Proposals for support are ordinarily assigned to the
appropriate division or office for review and evaluation. An
organization chart depicting the major areas of program
activity is provided on page 80.

In making its decisions on proposals, the Foundation relies
heavily on the advice and assistance of advisory panels,
outside reviewers, and other experts to ensure that NSF is
able to reach fair and knowledgeable judgments. These
scientists and educators come from colleges and
universities, from nonprofit research and educational
organizations, from industry, and from other Government
agencies. Their counsel has proven invaluable to the
Foundation.
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I. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
PROJECT SUPPORT

The National Science Foundation provides comprehensive support
to research in all the sciences. Major mechanisms through which research
is supported include project grants to scientists, primarily at universities
and colleges and cooperative national research programs of a specialized
nature. In addition, the Foundation assists in the procurement of specialized
research facilities and equipment.

The Foundation considers all proposals for the support of research
projects, regardless of source. The majority of such requests are submitted
by U.S. universities and colleges on behalf of individual scientists or groups
of scientists on their faculties. Foundation policy is to emphasize research
that contributes to graduate and postdoctoral education in the sciences.
Support of researt at foreign institutions is provided only when it is clearly
in the interest of science in the United States.

Research project proposals are considered primarily on the basis of
scientific merit. Scientific merit is assessed according to the promise
of significant scientific results, the possible scientific impact, the probable
opening of a new field, the educational by-products, and potential appli-
cations.

Programs described in chapter I are administered by the Office of the
Assistant Director for Research. Other programs administered by this
Directorate will be found in chapter II, National and Special Research
Programs.



Scientific Research Projects

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research in science, engineer-
ing, and mathematics. On rare occasions re-
search support may take the form of a contract
rather than a grant; proposals directed at
grants or contracts are prepared in an identical
manner.

A research project grant may support either
a specific research project or general research
in a coherent area of science,

Research support is given to the full spec-
trum of sciences, including:

Biological & Medical Sciences
(excludes clinical aspects)

cellular biology; ecology; evolutionary and systematic
biology; molecular biology; physiological processes;
psychobiology and neurobiology.

Engineering

engineering chemistry; engineering energetics; engi-
neering mechanics; electrical science and analysis;
and biomedical engineering.

Mathematical & Physical Sciences
astronomy; chemistry; mathematics; physics.

Materials Research

physics and chemistry of solids and liquids; polymer
science; materials engineering.

Social Sciences
anthropology; economic and social geography; eco-
nomics; history and philosophy of science; law and
social science; linguistics; political science; science
policy; social psychology; sociology and social in-
dicators.

Enviromental Sciences
atmospheric sciences; earth sciences; physical and
biological oceanography.

Institutions are required to share in the cost
of each research project supported by an NSF
grant. Before submitting a proposal for re-
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search support the pamphlet Grants for Scien-
tific Research (NSF 69-23) should be consulted.
The Foundation does not require standard ap-
plication forms for research proposals.

Grants normally provide support for periods
up to 24 months. Projects of high scientific
merit may be approved scientifically for peri-
ods up to 60 months and will be funded on an
annual basis for the term of the approval,
contingent upon the availability of funds and
the scientific progress of the research.

Eligibility
Proposals may be submitted by colleges and

universities and by academically related non-
profit research organizations. The conditions
under which support is occasionally provided
to other types of organizations and to individ-
uals is described in the NSF pamphlet Grants
for Scientific Research, available from the ad-
dress below. Inquiry may also be made directly
to the Assistant Director for Research.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time.
Approximately six months should be allowed
for the consideration of a proposal.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to the

appropriate division: Division of Biological and
Medical Sciences, Division of Engineering, Divi-
sion of Environmental Sciences, Division of
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Division
of Materials Research, or Division of Social Sci-
ences; National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.

9
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Engineering Research Initiation Grants

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to encourage the development of meri-
torious graduate research programs by engi-
neering faculty members.

The usual duration of a grant will include the
first summer, and the following academic year
and summer. The grant amount will not nor-
mal ly exceed $20,000.

Eligibility
Proposals may be submitted by institutions

of higher education that award graduate de-
grees in engineering on behalf of faculty mem-
bers who:

(1) Are members of the teaching faculty;
(2) Have received the Ph.D. degree within

the past three years (excluding active-
duty time in the U.S. Armed Forces), or

In.
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have completed all requirements for
the Ph.D. degree;

(3) Have had no substantial research sup-
port.

Deadlines

Instructions for preparing engineering re-
search initiation proposals are available in
early October from the office listed below.
Application deadline is early December. Awards
are made in mid-March.

Additional Information

Pamphlet Engineering Research Initiation
Grants. Communidations may be addressed
to: Division of Engineering, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Doctoral Dissertation Research

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to improve the scientific quality of dis-
sertations in the social sciences and certain
sciences involving extensive field work and to
make possible the use of larger quantities of
better quality data. Grants are awarded for
periods up to 24 months. Grant funds may not
be used as a stipend for the doctoral candidate,
although he may receive support from other
sources.

In collaboration with the Office of Economic
Opportunity, special grants are also awarded
by the Foundation in support of doctoral thesis
research centrally related to problems of
poverty.

Eligibility
Proposals for the support of dissertation re-

search in the social sciences (including sci-
ence policy research), systematic biology,
ecology, oceanography, earth sciences and
atmospheric sciences and dissertation research

on poverty may be submitted by universities
on behalf of doctoral candidates. The proposal
should be submitted by the dissertation ad-
visor, department chairman, or chairman of the
departmental committee on doctoral degrees.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time; one
or more grant requests may be made in a single
proposal if the budget for each request is set
forth separately. Four months should be al-
lowed for processing the grant application.

Additional Information

A leaflet that sets forth application proce-
dures is available from the Foundation. Com-
munications may be addressed to: Division of
Biological and Medical Sciences, Division of
Environmental Sciences, or Division of Social
Sciences, National Science Foundation, Wash-
ington, D. C. 20550.



Specialized Research Facilities and Equipment Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants for specialized research facilities and
major items of research equipment.

Facilities supported under this program are
those required for highly specialized scientific
purposes, as distinct from laboratory buildings
used in normal academic research programs.
Examples are: nuclear reactors, controlled-
environment biological laboratories, some ma-
rine research equipment and support facilities,
mobile laboratories, off-campus research facili-
ties, and unique one-of-a-kind research facili-
ties. Grants may provide for construction or
modernization of facilities.

Equipment support may be provided where a
research tool is needed by several investigators
in a department. Examples are: electron
microscopes, mass spectrometers, cryogenic
equipment, and special-purpose computers.

The National Science Foundation encour-
ages local contributions from non-Federal
funds whenever possible; however, there is no
fixed requirement as to the amount of funds
that institutions must contribute.

Before submitting a proposal for specialized
research facilities and equipment the NSF
pamphlet Grants for Scientific Research should
be consulted. The Foundation does not provide

6

standard application forms for research facili-
ties and equipment proposals.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals are

colleges and universities offering graduate
studies (though in exceptional circumstances
colleges and universities without graduate pro-
grams may be eligible), associations of colleges
and universities, and nonprofit research institu-
tions such as research museums.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time.

Approximately four to six months are required
for consideration of a proposal.

Additional Information

See also page 14, Oceanographic Facilities
and Support.

The NSF pamphlet Grants for Scientific Re-
search is available from the Foundation. Com-
munications may be addressed to the appro-
priate division: Division of Biological and
Medical Sciences, Division of Engineering, Divi-
sion of Environmental Sciences, Division of
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, or Divi-
sion of Social Sciences; National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Science Policy Studies and Development

The National Science Foundation awards
grants:

1. to develop the Nation's capabilities for
research and training in the area of sci-
ence planning and policy; and

2. to support research on national science
policy issues.

Examples of problems and subjects for sci-
ence policy research include:

The relation of current and future national
problems and goals to science, technology,
and the universities;
Alternate national goals and strategies for
science and technology;
Resources for and uses of science and
technology;

The policy process and institutions to per-
form, support and use science and tech-
nology;

Improved criteria and methods to allocate
resources for science and technology.

Activities eligible for support include:

Research projects concerning problems of
science planning and policy and the methods
and techniques appropriate thereto. This re-
search, which often is interdisciplinary in char-
acter, may be conducted by faculty members
and graduate students working either individu-
ally or in groups.

University Science Planning and Policy De-
velopment Grants to conduct coherent efforts
involving a variety of research projects,
research seminars and possibly the develop-
ment of related curricula. Typically, junior and

senior faculty members and graduate students
would be involved together in these activities.

Grants to improve doctoral dissertation re-
search on science policy problems. (See page
5.)

Eligibility
Proposals for Science Policy Grants may be

submitted by responsible individuals at edu-
cational and nonprofit research institutions.

Proposals for University Science Planning
and Policy grants may be submitted by colleges
and universities that grant at least a baccalau-
reate-level degree in science.

Proposals for Grants to Improve Doctoral
Dissertation Research on Science Policy Prob-
lems may be submitted by universities on be-
half of doctoral candidates. (See page 5.)

Deadlines
A proposal may be submitted at any time;

approximately four months are required to con-
sider and process a dissertation grant proposal;
other proposals require approximately six
months. Informal inquiry to the Foundation
may be made to determine whether or not a
potential project would qualify for support
under NSF Science Policy Programs.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to Sci-

ence Policy Research Section, Division of
Social Sciences, National Science Founda-
tion, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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IL NATIONAL AND SPECIAL
RESEARCH PROGRAMS

National and Special Research Programs of the Foundation are major
efforts of research or research support of such broad scope that extensive
coordination of planning, management. funding, and logistics is essential
to effective program performance. These programs may be characterized
by inclusion of one or more of the following elements: international cooper-
ation, coordination with other agencies of government, a relationship to a
specific geographic region, or interdisciplinary scientific investigations.

Except where otherwise noted, programs described in this chapter are
administered by the Assistant Director for National and International
Programs.



Arctic Research Program

The National Science Foundation Nas been
assigned responsibility as lead agency for
the extension of Arctic environmental research,
with the advice of the Interagency Arctic Re-
search Coordinating Committee (IARCC). The
Foundation has accordingly established the
Arctic Research Program +o provide support
for academic research and to coordinate the
Foundation program with those of other Fed-
eral agencies through IARCC. This program was
initiated in fiscal year 1971.

The Foundation has in the past supported
activities in the Arctic region through grants
and contracts awarded by existing program ele-
ments of various offices and divisions. These
programs will continue to support such activi-
ties. Proposals for research projects in a spe-
cific scientific discipline should be addressed
to the appropriate division of the Assistant
Director for Research. (See page 3.) The Arctic
Research Program will support projects of an
interdisciplinary nature, including field inves-
tigations that require logistic arrangements
and/or interagency or international coopera-
tion, as well as the subsequent analysis of data.

10

The program of academic research will react
to problems of the Arctic seas and pack ice,
tundra ecosystems, geomagnetic phenomena,
snow, ice and permafrost phenomena, and other
scientific problems related to the physical and
biological aspects of a cold-dominated en-
vironment, and man's impact upon them. Sup-
port is also given for Arctic science information
activities.

Eligibility
Proposals for grants or contracts for research

project support may be submitted by colleges
and universities and by academically related
nonprofit research organizations. Grants are
normally made for a period cif 12 months, but
under certain circumstances can be made for
periods up to a maximum of 60 months. Institu-
tions are required to share in the cost of re-
search projects supported by an NSF grant

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Of-

fice of Polar Programs, National Science Foun-
dation, Washington, D. C. 20550.



U.S. Antarctic Research Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research projects in all fields
of science pertinent to the Antarctic, including
both field work in Antarctica and study in the
United States of specimens or data already
gathered. On occasion research support may
take the form of a contract rather than a grant.

The U.S. Antarctic Research Program sup-
ports research projects in the fields of be-
havioral sciences, biology, cartography, geol-
ogy, glaciology, meteorology, oceanography,
solid-earth geophysics, and upper atmosphere
physics. Support is also given as required for
Antarctic science information activities. Logis-
tic support operations for scientific and other
programs in Antarctica are carried out by the
U.S. Navy, the U.S. Coast Guard, and commer-
cial contractors.

Institutions are required to share in the cost
of research projects supported by an NSF
grant.

Grants are normally made for a period of
12 months, but under certain circumstances
can be made for periods up to a maximum of
60 months. For projects of high scientific merit
initial funding may be for two years with assur-
ance of support for the full term of the project,
contingent upon the availability of funds and
the scientific progress of the research.

I
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Eligibility
Proposals for grants or contracts for research

project support may be submitted by colleges
and universities and by academically related
nonprofit research organizations. The condi-
tions under which support is occasionally pro-
vided to other types of organizations are de-
scribed in the NSF pamphlet Grants for Scien-
tific Research, available from the Foundation.

Before submitting a proposal for research
support, scientists should consult the pam-
phlet Grants for Scientific Research. They are
encouraged to discuss their plans by letter or
in person before submitting formal proposals.
The Foundation does not provide standard
application forms for proposals.

Deadlines

Proposals should be submitted by February 1
for work in Antarctica during the following aus-
tral summer (October to February).

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Office
of Polar Programs, National Science Founda-
tion, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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International Decade of Ocean Exploration

In support of the International Decade of
Ocean Exploration, the National Science Foun-
dation awards grants and contracts for coopera-
tive programs of ocean research and explora-
tion with emphasis on environmental quality,
environmental prediction, and seabed assess-
ment. The program sponsors a small number
of relatively large scientific problems especially
susceptible to concerted effort by the research
community. Emphasis is placed upon scientific
excellence, development and resting of nu-
merical models, state-of-the-art technology,
including automatic data processing, program
management, and applicability of results. The
Decade is unique in that it recognizes that a
major share of world oceanographic effort must
be devoted to globally planned and coordinated
study of the ocean as a system, for the benefit
of mankind.

The long-range goals of the Decade are:

(1) to preserve the ocean environment by
accelerating scientific observation of the
natural state of the ocean and its inter-
actions with the continental margins;

(2) to develop and improve an ocean fore-
casting and monitoring system, to facili-
tate prediction of oceanographic and
atmospheric conditions, and to reduce
hazards to life and property and permit
more atective use of marine resources;

(3) to expand seabed assessment activities,
to prmit better management of ocean
mineral exploration and exploitation;

(4) to improve worldwide oceanographic data
exchange;

(5) to increase opportunities for international
sharing of responsibilities and costs for
ocean exploration and assure better use
of limited exploration resources.

The United States national program Is
cooklinated closely with the Long-term and
Expanded Program of Oceanic Exploration and
Research of the International Oceanographic

12

Commission of UNESCO. The Comprehensive
OUtline of the Scope of this program was en-
dorsed by the General Assembly of the United
Nations in December 1969. The International
Decade of Ocean Exploration has been identi-
fied as an important element of this program.
The criteria of the Expanded Program which
could be applied as appropriate in selecting
cooperative projects, and which could also
serve as criteria for the Decade, are:

11) Member States are willing to participate
actively in the project;

(2) The project can be carried out most ef-
fectively through international coopera-
tive action;

(3) The project has a sound scientific basis
and is well designed to yield significant
new information;

(4) The project will provide information and
understanding that will contribute to the
goal of enhanced utilization of the ocean
and its resources;

(5) The project will help meet the needs of
developing countries."

"A project that satisfied all those criteria
would be an extremely strong candidate for in-
clusion in the Expanded Program. It will not be
necessary in each case that all criteria be met,
but the willingness of Member States to partici-
pate is clearly essential."

The Decade was funded for the first time in
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1970.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Of-

fice for the International Decade of Ocean
Exploration, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Ocean Sediment Coring Program

The National Science Foundation sponsors
the acquisition of cores taken from below the
floors of the deep ocean basins by means of
rotary drilling through the sedimentary layer,
with short penetrations into the crystalline
basement at selected sites. Samples of the
core material are made available to qualified
scientists for individual research projects.

Under the program, a single operational
deep sea drilling project is performed by the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography of the
University of California, San Diego. Since Aug-
ust 1968, extensive amounts of core material
have been recovered from drill sites located
across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and in
many of the adjacent seas, including the Gulf
of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, and the Medi-
terranean Sea. Operations are continuing, with
plans for drilling across the Indian Ocean.

One or more boreholes are drilled at each
site, and at each hole cores are taken contin-
uously or intermittently through the depth of
the hole, as the scientific party aboard chooses
with reference to prior plans and to immedi-
ately apparent results. About 65 deep ocean
drill sites are occupied per year, yielding about
16,000 linear feet of 21/2-inch-diameter cores.
Drill sites have been located in water depths
exceeding 20,000 feet, and sub-bottom pene-
trations of more than 3,500 feet have been
achieved.

An initial description of the core samples is
started on shipboard and completed at shore-
based laboratories by teams of participating
scientists of about 10 individuals for each two-
month drilling cruise. The comprehensive re-
sults of that initial description are published
in a series of volumes, Initial Reports of the
Deep Sea Drilling Project, one volume for each
two-month operational period. The volumes are
placed with all major libraries, and are avail-
able for purchase by individuals from the Su-

perintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. Sam-
ples of the material may be requested, pre-
pared with reference to the published descrip-
tions, one month after the publication of each
volu me.

Eligibility

Proposals for grants for studies of the core
material may be submitted by academic insti-
tutions, nonprofit organizations, and individual
scientists.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time.
Approximately six months are required to con-
sider a proposal.

Additional Information

Suggestions for scientific planning, including
sites to be included on the drilling intinerary,
may be addressed to: Manager, Deep Sea Drill-
ing Project, Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy, University of California, San Diego,
Calif. 92037.

Requests for samples of the core material,
to be made with reference to the published
Initial Reports of the Deep Sea Drilling Project,
may be directed to: Curator, Deep Sea Drilling
Project, address as above.

Proposals for funding support of research on
the core material may be submitted to: Divi-
sion of Environmental Sciences, National Sci-
ence Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.

Additional information about the Ocean Sedi-
ment Coring Program may be requested from:
Office of National Centers and Facilities Opera-
tions, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.

18
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Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research projects which in-
volve the general Urculation of the atmosphere
and the physical basis of climate. Such re-
search may improve the capacity of long-range
weather prediction, and explore the feasibility
of large-scale weather and climate modification.

The Global Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) is a long-term commitment by many
nations. Within the United States, by formal
agreement among Federal agencies, the Foun-
dation is the primary agency for the support
of non-Federal research in the program, par-
ticularly at universities. The Department of
Commerce is the primary agency for Federal
activities.

Grants are normally made for periods up to
24 months: Projects of high scientific merit
may be approved scientifically for periods up to
60 months, and will be funded on an annual
basis for the term of the approval, contingent
upon the availability of funds and the scientific
progress of the research.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals

under GARP are colleges and universities;
nonacademic, nonprofit organizations; and indi-

14
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vidual scientists. Occasionally NSF sponsors
supporting efforts by other Government agen-
cies, particularly for field programs. Institu-
tions are required to share in the cost of their
research projects supported by an NSF re-
search grant; this may be accomplished by a
contribution to any cost element in the project,
direct or indirect.

Before submitting a research proposal, the
NSF pamphlet GrantS for Scientific Research,
available from the Foundation, should be con-
sulted. The Foundation does not provide stand-
ard application forms for research proposals

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time;

approximately three months are required for
consideration of a proposal.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Environmental Sciences, National Sci-
ence Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.

This program is administered by the office
of the Assistant Director for Research.
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International Biological Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research projects that are
part of the U.S. participation in the Interna-
tional Biological Program (IBP). The theme of
IBP is the study of "the biological basis of
productivity and human welfare," and the
major portion of the program is in the area of
ecosystem analysis.

The International Biological Program was
proposed by the International Council of Scien-
tific Unions in 1964; there are 55 nations now
participating in the program. The U.S. National
Committee for the International Biological Pro-
gram, established by the National Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council, assists in
planning U.S. participation in IBP.

Eligibility
Appropriateness of projects for consideration

by the Foundation under the U.S. IBP research
program is determined by the U.S. National
Committee for 1BP, National Academy of Sci-
ences, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Wash-
ington, D. C. 20418. Scientists who wish to be-
come affiliated with an IBP research program
should address an inquiry to the Academy
prior to the preparation of a formal proposal.

Before submitting a research proposal the
pamphlet Grants for Scientific Research should
be consulted. The Foundation does not pro-
vide standard application forms for research
proposals.

Institutions are required to share in the cost
of each research project supported by an NSF
research grant; this may be accomplished by
a contribution to any cost element in the proj-
ect, direct or indirect.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time;
approximately six montl.s are required for con-
sideration of a proposal. Grants are normally
made for periods up to 24 months.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Biological and Medical Sciences, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.

This program is administered by the office
of the Assistant Director for Research.
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Oceanographic Faciiities and Support

The National Science Foundation awards
grants or contracts for support of construction,
modification, conversion, purchase, and opera-
tion of oceanographic facilities which lend
themselves to shared usage. Community ar-
rangements for shared use of these facilities
are being developed under the University
National Oceanographic Laboratory System
(UNOLS).

Facilities supported under this program are
those required for research both in the open
oceans and in the near-shore areas, in estuar-
ies and on the Great Lakes. Examples of such
facilities are ships, boats, submersibles, buoys,
piers, shipboard and shore-related computing
capability, environmental simulation units,
equipment development capabilities, and new
developments for marine environment studies.

The Foundation encourages local contribu-
tions from non-Federal funds whenever possi-
ble; however, there is no fixed requirement as
to the amount of funds that institutions must
contribute.

Before submitting a proposal for support
under this program, institutions should seek
advice from the Office for Oceanographic Fa-
cilities and Support (OFS). Specific instruc-
tions may be obtained for certain portions of
the program, such as ship operations support.

Eligibility
The general objective of OFS is to provide

support for large and expensive oceanographic
facilities in accordance with the demonstrated
needs of the total academic oceanographic
community. Access to NSF-funded facilities
will be assured to qualified users through
UNOLS.

lnsi:ftutions qualifying to operate shared fa-
cilities will need to demonstrate the logistic
capability to carry out all related tasks. Oper-
ator institutions may include colleges and uni-
versities, nonprofit research institutions, and
associations of colleges and universities.

Deadlines

Ship operations proposals are due July 1
each year. Other types of proposals may be
submitted at any time during the year.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Office

for Oceanographic Facilities and Support, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.



III. RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
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Research Applications

During recent years, the National Science
Foundation has developed improved capabili-
ties to stimulate research efforts more immedi-
ately and directly related to problems of society
and the environment.

The problems, challenges, and opportunities
to which the scientific community must re-
spond require careful and objective analysis,
expansion of the pool of directly relevant
knowledge, and considered efforts to make
this knowledge available to interested users.
Specific needs of the nation provide the basis
for program objectives and organization and
management of the research supported under
these programs. The principal program efforts
included under Research Applications are pre-
sented under the collective heading Research
Applied to National Needs (RANN). The major
coordinated research programs administered
under RANN are Environmental Systems and
Resources, Social Systems and Human Re-
sources, Advanced Technology Applications,
and Exploratory Research and Problem Assess-
ment. An additional element is comprised of
the Intergovernmental Science Programs, which
is also included in the program descriptions
on the following pages.

Institutions are required to share in the
cost of each research project supported by an
NSF grant; this may be accomplished in ac-
cordance with the institution's cost-sharing
policies. Before submitting a proposal for re-
search support, descriptive brochures on the
RANN program and the Intergovernmental Sci-
ence Programs should be consulted.
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Eligibility
Proposals may be submitted by colleges and

universities and nonprofit organizations, in-
cluding State and local governments. These
proposals may provide for collaborative ar-
rangements with other universities, nonprofit
and/or profit-making organizations.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time, and
should first be submitted in preliminary form
for negotiation and discussion. Approximately
three to six months are required for considera-
tion of proposals. Proposals requesting renewal
support should be submitted at least six
months in advance of the anticipated termina-
tion date of the existing grant in order to as-
sure uninterrupted support.

Additional Information

The publication NSF 71-21 describes guide-
lines for proposal preparation to the RANN
program. Communications may be addressed
to the appropriate division or office: Division
of Environmental Systems and Resources, Di-
vision of Social Systems and Human Re-
sources, Division of Advanced Technology
Applications, Office of Exploratory Research
and Problem Assessment, or Office of Inter-
governmental Science Programs, National Sci-
ence Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Environmental Systems and Resources

The programs of this division develop scien-
tific data and strategic frameworks to deal with
environmental problems, including the com-
plex tradeoffs between economic and social
development and environmental quality.

Research supported under these programs
deals specifically with establishing baselines
of environmental quality, long-range environ-
mental management strategies, the environ-
mental consequences of modern technology,
resource exploitation, and procedures for re-
source recycling.

Weather Modification

The overall purpose of the Weather Modifi-
cation Program is to study those atmospheric
mechanisms which can be or are being influ-
enced by man to modify natural weather pat-
terns and evaluate the impact of their modi-
fication upon society.

The specific objectives may be defined as
follows:

Develop a level of understanding of the
mechanisms of hail formation in severe
convective storms which will lead to a
more reliable method of hail suppression.
Develop a more adequate knowledge of
the ice nucleation mechanism in the at-
mosphere which will result in a capability
to measure and predict the consequences
of a seeding operation.

Develop a more adequate knowledge of
how atmospheric pollutants may influence
weather patterns through the modification
of natural meteorological processes.
Develop new concepts and models of the
atmosphere which will result in greater
operational capabilities or increased ef-
ficiency in weather modification tech-
niques.

Increase our understanding of the social,
economic, legal, and ecological impact of
operational weather modification practices
upon society.

Environmental Aspects of Trace
Contaminants

This program is designed to develop an
understanding of the impact on man and the
environment of many known and potential en-
vironmental trace contaminants, such as man-
ufacturing by-products, agricultural and house-
hold wastes, oil and hazardous materials
spillage and dissipation, and elements of the
bio-geochemical environment. The purpose of
the Trace Contaminants Program is to study
trace substances in the environment for the
purpose of understanding and control. Specific
objectives are:

Identify the trace contaminants (and mag-
nitude of their release into the environ-
ment) resulting from natural processes,
agricultural and mining practices, and the
manufacture, use, and disposal of prod-
ucts and by-products.

Develop techniques in analytical chem-
istry, data on biota highly sensitive to
pollutants, and knowledge of pollutant-
concentrating mechanisms in food chains.

Identify the environmental sources and
sinks, routes, and rates of flow of trace
contaminants.

Identify the targets, including man, in the
routes of flow, and assess the degree of
damage to these targets.

Synthesize models of environmental sys-
tems which define trace contaminant
transport (mass flux), predict causes and
effects, and alternative actions for con-
taminant control.

Identify the changes in molecular species
which trace contaminants undergo in their
movement through environmental media.

Identify the legal and economic factors
which impede or assist environmental pol-
lution by trace contaminants, and assess
their impact.

Identify public attitudes on "willingness
to pay" for environmental quality.
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Provide data that assist Federal and other
governmental regulatory agencies in set-
ting realistic and fair environmental stand-
ards.
Provide information useful to local and
regional decision-makers in planning fur-
ther use of land, water, and air resources
for habitation, recreation, and commerce,
including information on environmental
decontamination.

Regional Environmental Systems Program

The purpose of this program is to study re-
gional environments and resources in order to
establish the scientific basis for their man-
agement and use. A major aim of the Regional
Environmental Systems Program is the en-
hancement of man's capacity to select from
the universe of development and management
strategies those which most effectively achieve
environmental quality objectives within the
context of other societal goals.

Objectives of the program are:

Define environmental problems, including
those unique to a particular region and
those common to many regions.
Identify resources impacted and ecosys-
tem relations to predict consequences of

alternative schemes to correct environ-
mental problems.

Assess environmental preferences and de-
termine those factors which influence per-
ceptions and attitudes towardand will-
ingness to pay forvarious resource mixes
and levels of environmental quality.
Evaluate economic and legal mechanisms
as management options available to de-
cision-makers, the specific environmental
effects of these options, and the poten-
tially detrimental effects of other forms of
public policy.

Synthesize management schemes utilizing
the necessary environmental, economic,
and social information.
Evaluate management schemes in relation
to other policies designed to meet other
societal objectives.

Significant environmental problems may be
viewed as either issue-centered or region-cen-
tered. In either case, the current state of un-
derstanding of environmental systems is rudi-
mentary, yet the problems may be quite press-
ing. Efficient and effective realization of
coordinated interdisciplinary research which
contributes to management strategies is es-
sential.



Social Systems and Human Resources

The Division of Social Systems and Human
Resources has two major purposes. The first
is to fill needs for policy-relevant research on
major social problems. Policy-relevant is de-
fined as research that could make a direct and
significant difference in the choices made by- -

national, State, or local decision-makers or
that helps clarify and resolve debate on social
policy. The second objective is to advance the
state-of-the-art in social policy analysis. Quite
frequently, well-intentioned social policies fail
or even have adverse consequences because
the analytic methods used were not powerful
enough to generate the information or predic-
tions required for sensible decision-making.

Programs of the division are:

Municipal Systems, Operations, and
Services

The purpose of this program is twofoldto
provide systematic analysis of urban problems
as they affect particular cities, and by careful
choice of cities and problems, to achieve gen-
eralizations about perceived national problems.
The emphasis on specific examples of general
problems must be clearly understood. For ex-
ample, finding policy instruments that can
control and channel urban growth is a problem
of national concern. But decisions on this
problem require sorting out and ordering pol-
icies that are applied at different levels and
ensuring that policy actions at one level do
not defeat actions at another level. This re-
quirement implies that we examine and under-
stand within-city behavior as well as the na-
tional actions and trends that affect all cities.
Specific objectives are to:

Identify and evaluate what is now known
about munic ipal systems.

Perform comparisons and analyses of ur-
ban structure to highlight the variety of
urban problems and the variety of applic-
able instruments.

There are many functional problem areas
.which link closely with the work on urban

structure. The following have been selected
for special emphasis:

Identify the benefit-costs of alternative
forms for the delivery of municipal goods
and services.

Identify cost-effective changes in criminal
justice systems.

Conduct socioeconomic evaluations of_
new communications technology.

Identify and analyze impact of innovations
in urban transportation.

Identify the socioeconomic consequences
of innovations in urban school systems.

Identify alternative Federal, State, and lo-
cal relationships.

Social Data and Community Structure

Identify valid social indicators.

Community and population structure work,
focused on creating baseline descriptions
of the socioeconomic structure of Ameri-
can communities and of the American
population. Baselines are necessary to
provide a standard for comparing the ef-
fects of alternative policies. Creating base-
lines in the detail now required for policy
requires some methodological work on
handling, combining, and analyzing large
data files, particularly Census files.

Research on minority and ethnic prob-
lems, focused on establishing socioeco-
nomic baselines for the minority popula-
tions. One area selected for very intensive
investigation is the intra-urban mobility
of minority populations.

Evaluation Methodologies for Social
Programs

This program addresses the theoretical and
practical issues that contribute to the in-
adequacy of currently available methodologies
for the evaluation of major social programs.
Work will continue on the improvement of the
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statistical techniques and experimental de-
signs appropriate to social evaluation. The pro-
gram has a particular focus on the develop-
ment and application of methods that are
useful under the constraints imposed by the
policy process.

Program work will emphasize improving
evaluations of techniques in the context of
ongoing social innovation and experiments. In
particular, the program emphasizes work on

improved measurement of "output" from in-
novations and experiments and work on the
generalizability of innovation and experiments.

Research on a quick reaction capability in
assessing social problems will be initiated.
Methods will be sought for developing rapid
social information, particularly survey infor-
mation, that will provide guidance for short-
term policy issues, or for identifying new policy
issues.
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Advanced Technology Applications

The principal goals of the Division of Ad-
vanced Technology Applications are to support
technological research that contributes to the
national economy and productivity, reduces the
adverse economic and societal costs of de-
structive natural phenomena, reduces the ad-
verse impacts of technology on society and the
environment, and improves the quality of com-
munity life.

Disaster and Natural Hazard Research
The subprograms are Earthquake Engineer-

ing and Fire Research. The natural hazards to
be considered are primarily dynamic in nature
and include: earthquake, wind (tornadoes, hur-
ricanes), tsunami and wind-induced waves
landslide, flood, drought, and unwanted fire.

Earthquake Engineering. There are eight
basic task areas for earthquake engineering re-
search activity: (1) socioeconomic effects and
costs; (2) ground motion instrumentation and
measurements; (3) effects on soils and founda-
tions; (4) dynamic analysis of structures; (5)
detailed fabrication of structures; (6) tsunami
(earthquake-caused tidal waves)observation
and protection; (7) design and distributional
aspects of public services and utilities; and (8)
post-earthquake inspection and engineering
evaluation. These areas, while not separable
in any sense, represent areas of concentration
with high potential benefits relative to expendi-
ture.

Fire Research. The following objectives in-
dicate the scope of the research:

Increase the basic knowledge on the
mechanisms of ignition and flarrie spread.
Study specific classes of materials, par-
ticularly new materials, for burning and
the products of combustion.
Obtain basic information on fabric flamma-
bility and associated hazards, leading to-
ward the setting of standards.
Study flame spread mechanisms in struc-
tures.

Develop models of flame spread.

Develop knowledge of the mechanisms of
flame suppressants.

Seek improved means for fire detection,
alarm, and control.

Technological Needs and Opportunities

Support may be provided for research activi-
ties that represent technological opportunities,
such as enzyme technology, instrumentation
technology, and advanced industrial processing.

Enzyme Technology. The purpose of the
Enzyme Technology Program is to stimulate the
development of the engineering and technology
required to facilitate increased industrial uses
of enzymes. The program will support the de-
velopment of uses of enzymes. The research
involved will relate as closely as possible to
those enzymes which have the potential for
industrial importance. The objectives of this
program inc I ude:

Advancement of fermentation and cell cul-
ture technology for the production of
enzymes.

Advancement of technology for the isola-
tion and purification of dissolved enzymes
and of particle-bound enzymes.

Advancement of technology of enzyme re-
action systems using free and/or im-
mobilized enzymes.

Development and/or preliminary economic
evaluation of new applications of enzymes.

Instrumentation Technology. The purpose of
this program is to support research projects
leading to new uses and improvements of in-
strumentation for environmental, social, and
technological systems.

The objectives of this program are to:

Adapt and expand the uses of existing in-
strumentation and methodologies for new
applications, e.g., particle accelerators for
detection of trace elements for use in en-
vironmental monitoring.
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Develop new research instrumentation
that can extend the range or accuracy of
measurement of control for existing appli-
cations, e.g., mono-energetic X-ray radiog-
raphy for improved services to society.

Utilize scientific or engineering principles
to develop new instrumentation capabili-
ties and improved methods of measure-
ment and control, e.g., infrared laser
radiation for gas analysis for use in en-
vironmental monitoring.
Seek understandings of new scientific and
engineering principles that can lead to
new substantial additional capabilities in
instrumentation applications, e.g., nega-
tive pion therapy for improved services to
society.

Advanced Industrial Processing. This pro-
gram focuses upon those technologies ex-
pected to have an immediate benefit in the
areas of materials processing and extractive
metallurgy.

Urban Technology

The technological problems of the urban
area cross many boundaries of traditional re-
search and innovation. The Urban Technology
activity brings together two programs: Urban
Engineering and Excavation Technology. These
represent the beginning of a technological as-
sault on improving the physical attributes of
the city.

Urban Engineering. This program has four
major components: (1) design studies of tech-
nological concepts; case studies of existing
facilitiestheir strengths and weaknesses; (2)
research studies of innovative technological
advances for urban application and renewal;
(3) systems engineering and operations re-

.
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search for improvement of metropolitan serv-
ices employing technology; .and (4) modeling
of micro and mega urban systems: transporta-
tion, water and sewage, air, solid waste, hous-
ing, land use and drainage.

Excavation Technology. The following areas
are appropriate for research: (1) site investi-
gation; (2) excavation material investigation;
(3) ground support and tunnel lining technol-
ogy; (4) systems technology and testing; (5)
systems analysis and investigation; (6) excava-
tion technology; (7) education and information
dissemination; (8) testing and evaluation of
cavity stability; (9) economic factors; (10) legal
and institutional factors; and (11) material
handl ing technology.

Energy Resources Research and Analysis

The three general objectives in energy re-
sources research and analysis are to sponsor
research on:

Analysis of future, intermediate, and long-
range needs and various strategies for
meeting these needs.

Environmental, economic, and social im-
pacts of energy production and use and
means for assessing and ameliorating
detrimental impacts.
Neglected or otherwise underexploited
technologies which have possible major
impact on the energy problem but no
present appropriate sponsor.

Specific areas of emphasis include:

Conversion Technolog

Energy SystemsAnalysis and Synthesis
Energy Resources, Management and Use

Transmission Systems and Networks
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Exploratory Research and Problem Assessment

This program supports exploratory research
and assessment projects to determine which
national problems may be amenable to ameli-
oration through the application of science and
engineering capabilities. Assessments will help
to define the role of science in dealing with
societal problems, and will also examine the
impact of science and technology on society.
Principal goals are: to define adequately the
broad context of particular societal problems;
and to identify those research opportunities
and strategies which are critical to dealing with
the problems. Major components of the pro-
gram are:

Problem Definition and Assessment
Problem Definition. Defining and analyzing

national issues in a broad context to synthesize
existing knowledge and identify specific oppor-
tunities for research to assist decision-makers.

Technology Assessment. Exploring the im-
pacts of present or proposed applications of
science and technology in order to illuminate
public policy alternatives.

Exploratory Research

Supporting early stages of research in areas
not yet well enough defined or understood to
merit full programmatic support; this includes

research into the impact of science and tech-
nology on public policy issues, and considera-
tion of the utility of further research and the
merits of a concerted programmatic effort.

The range and type of problem areas planned
for this research program include:

Technology and the Economy:
Exploring the interfaces of technology and
the economy where the Government has a
unique role or opportunity to stimulate and
influence qualitative and quantitative socio-
economic change-.

individual Well-Being and Human
Development:
Exploring opportunities and problems en-
gendered by life in our highly technological
society, through examination of such areas
as alternative population patterns, rehabili-
tation potentials, the roles of different so-
cietal groups, and modified social services.

Alternative Futures and Institutional
Innovation:
Exploring the societal system improvements
that might stem from wide application in
both public and private sectors of the best
technique of forecasting, of long-range plan-
ning, and of institutional innovation.
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Intergovernmental Science Programs

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to enable State and local levels of gov-
ernment to develop improved programs and
institutions for applying science and technol-
ogy to governmental problems, and for imple-
menting recommendations or utilizing informa-
tion resulting from NSF problem-oriented and
applied research programs.

Objectives of Intergovernmental Science
Programs are:

(1) To advance the understanding of public
issues and problems having scientific and
technological content at the State and lo-
cal levels of government, and to assess
needs and opportunities for more effec-
tive application of science and technol-
ogy;

(2) To demonstrate innovative science and
technology planning and decisionmaking
processes related to State, local, and
regional problems;

(3) To stimulate selected State and local
governments' experimentation, on a pilot
basis, with science and technology sys-
tems in the context of their own needs
and resources;

(4) To encourage adoption of new systems
which show promise for enhancing State
and local ability to incorporate science
and technology into public programs;

(5) To improve communication between per-
sons and groups concerned with science
and technology at the Federal, State, and
local levels of government.

The proposal activity must involve a problem
of general interest to State and local govern-
ments. Preference will be given to innovative
approaches looking toward the development of
models for governmental use of science and
technology. Activities supported may include
research projects, manpower and education
programs (involving State and local govern-
ment officials), technology assessment and
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forecasting studies, and planning studies to
help develop innovative policies and programs
for State and local governments. Institutional
support will be provided to assist in establish-
ment of centers for governmental science pol-
icy planning. Conferences and seminar proj-
ects will also be supported.

Pilot experiments will be supported (a) to en-
able State and local governments to install
systems for using science and technology in
public decisionmaking processes, or (b) to im-
prove mechanisms for R&D transfer between
units of government, colleges and universities,
and the private sector.

Eligibility
Proposals may be submitted by units of State

and local governments and their regional or-
ganizations, special purpose districts, legisla-
tive bodies, professional schools, State acad-
emies of science, colleges and universities
(including community colleges), and nonprofit
institutions. Proposals combining academic
institutions and units of government will be of
particular interest. There is no requirement
for matching funds, but normally applicants
are required to share in the cost of any proposal
activity. Contract Ual arrangements are arranged
on occasion with profit-making organizations
for the performance of work in which they are
particularly q ual ified.

Proposals may be submitted to other Federal
agencies for partial support and to NSF for
those activities that fall outside the program
scope of other Federal agencies.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time;

processing of a proposal requires approximately
six months. Informal inquiry to the Founda-
tion may be made to determine whether or not
a potential project would qualify for support
under NSF Intergovernmental Science Pro-
grams.
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IV. NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS

The National Science Foundation provides support for the development
and operation of National Research Centers established to meet national
needs for research in specific areas of science requiring facilities, equip-
ment, staffing, and operational support which are beyond the capabilities
of private or State institutions and which would not appropriately be pro-
vided to a single institution to the exclusion of others. Unlike many federally
sponsored research laboratories, the NSF-supported National Research
Centers do not perform specific research tasks assigned by or for the
direct benefit of the Government. They are established and supported for
the purpose of making available, to all qualified scientists, the facilities,
equipment, skilled personnel support, and other resources required for the
performance of independent research of the scientists' own choosing, in
the applicable areas of science.

The Foundation supports four astronomy centers (National Astronomy
and Ionosphere Center at Arecibo, Puerto Rico; Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory, located near Santiago, Chile; Kitt Peak National Observatory,
located at Tucson, Ariz.; and National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
located at Green Bank, W. Va.) and one atmospheric research center (Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo.).

The centers are managed by the Office of National Centers and Facili-
ties Operations in the Directorate of National and Intarnetional Programs.
More detailed information on each of these National Research Centers is
given on the following pages.

449-897 0 71 - 8
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Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory

The National Science Foundation supports
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
(CTIO), an independent research center whose
optical telescopes and related facilities are
available to all qualified scientists from the
United States, Chile, and elsewhere in Latin
America. CTIO provides astronomers with the
opportunity to observe those parts of the South-
ern Hemisphere skies which are not visible
or not adequately observable from the United
States, using telescopes made available by the
Federal Government and other organizat ons.

The Cerro Tololo Observatory is located on a
7,200-foot mountain in the foothills of the
Andes Mountains about 300 miles north of
Santiago, Chile: The administrative head-
quarters is in the coastal city of La Serena,
about 60 miles away. CTIO is supported under
the terms of a contract between the Foundation
and the Association of Universities for Re-
search in Astronomy, Inc., which also operates
the Kitt Peak National Observatory. Close ties
are maintained with the University of Chile.

Major astronomical instruments at Cerro
Tololo include 60-inch, 24-inch, 36-inch, and

two 16-inch telescopes, and a 24-inch Schmidt
camera on long-term loan from the University
of Michigan. A 150-inch reflecting telescope is
scheduled to be completed in 1973. Cerro
Tololo has a small permanent staff of U.S.
scientists.

Eligibility
Most of the observing time at Cerro Tololo is

used by visiting astronomers. Qualified scien-
tists may use the instruments subject to priori-
ties based on the scientific merit of the pro-
posed research, the capability of the instru-
ments to du the work proposed, and the avail-
able time.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Of-
fice of National Centers and Facilities. Opera-
tions, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550; or Director, Kitt Peak National
Observatory, 950 North Cherry Avenue, Tucson,
Ariz. 85717.



Kitt Peak National Observatory

The National Science Foundation supports
the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO),
an independent National Research Center that
makes available optical telescopes and asso-
ciated equipment to qualified scientists.

Headquarters of KPNO is in Tucson, Ariz.;
observing facilities are located atop Kitt Peak,
about 45 miles southwest of Tucson. KPNO is
supported under the terms of a contract be-
tween the Foundation and the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.

Major astronomical instruments at Kitt Peak
include the world's largest solar telescope of
60-inch aperture; a 50-inch automated reflec-
ting telescope; an .84-inch, two 36-inch, and
two 16-inch reflecting telescopes; and a 12-
inch, f/2 Schmidt telescope. 'A 150-inch tele-
scope is scheduled to be completed in 1972.
The observatory also maintains a program of
rocket-borne experiments for research primar-
ily on the atmospheres of the planets Jupiter,

Mars, Venus, and Earth. KPNO has a staff of
resident scientists, engineers, and technicians.

Eligibility
KPNO makes up to 60 percent of the observ-

ing time on each instrument available for the
use 'of visiting scientists. All qualified U.S.
scientists and on occasion foreign visitors may
use the instruments, subject to priorities based
on the scientific merit of the proposed re-
search, the capability of the instruments to
do the work, and the available time. .

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Of-
fice of National Centers and Facilities Opera-
tions, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550; or Director, Kitt Peak National
Observatory, 950 Cherry Avenue, Tucson, Ariz.
85717.



National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center

The National Science Foundation supports
the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
at Arecibo (Puerto Rico), an independent Na-
tional Research Center for the conduct of radio
astronomy, radar astronomy, and ionospheric
research. The observatory is managed and
operated by Cornell University under contract
with the Foundation.

The world's largest reflector, a 1,000-foot
diameter spherical fixed telescope, is located
at the Arecibo observatory. The immense size
of this research instrument has enabled it to
make unique and significant contributions to
understanding of the earth's atmosphere, the
solar system, and radio sources outside of the
solar system.

The major objective of the observatory is to
make available on a national basis radio and
radar facilities that will enable it to contribute
significantly to new discoveries in the fields
of ionospheric studies, lunar and planetary
radar, and radio astronomy.

Future planning for the observatory includes
new and important installations. The most im-
portant is the upgrading of the present reflec-
tor. A new surface will enable the telescope
to be operated at 10-cm. wavelength in lieu of
the present 70-cm. wavelength.

Eligibility
All qualified U.S. scientists and on occasion

foreign visitors may use the instruments, sub-
ject to priorities based on the scientific merit
of the proposed research, the capability of the
instruments to do the work proposed, and the
time available.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Of-

fice of National Centers and Facilities Opera-
tions, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550; or Director, National Astron-
omy and Ionosphere Center at Arecibo, Box
995, Arecibo, Puerto Rico 00612.



National Center tor Atmospheric Research

The Nation,. Science Foundation supports
the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) as an independent research center
that serves as a focal point for an expanding
national research effort in the atmospheric
sciences. NCAR offers support services, fel-
lowships, and research facilities to qualified
scientists working in the field of atmospheric
researc h.

Headquarters and major laboratories of
NCAR are located in Boulder, Colo. Research
activities and operations are worldwide. Sup-
port of NCAR is provided under the terms of
a contract between the Foundation and the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Re-
search, a nonprofit corporation.

Research and facilities programs of NCAR
are carried out by four groups: the Laboratory
of Atmospheric Sciences (LAS), the High Alti-
tude Observatory (HAO), the Facilities Labora-
tory, and the Advanced Study Program. LAS
is concerned primarily with the earth's atmos-
phere up to an altitude of about 60 miles. HAO
is interested in the sun and the regions be-
tween the sun and the earth and operates a
permanent observing station at Climax, Colo.,
equipped with a 16-inch coronascope. Other
NCAR facilities available to assist visiting sci-
entists include a National Scientific Balloon
Facility at Palestine, Tex., a Computing Facility
at Boulder, and an Aviation Facility at Broom-
field, Colo.

In addition to conducting its own research
programs, NCAR participates in a number of
atmospheric research efforts conducted by
Government agencies, university scientists,
and research groups on a national or interna-
tional scale. Major efforts include develop-
ment of computer simulation of atmospheric
global circulation patterns and convective
cloud processes, measurement of chemical
constituents of the atmosphere, theoretical
studies and observations of solar-terrestrial
phenomena, investigation of the atmospheric
conditions responsible for the formation of
hailstorms, and development of techniques to
abate hail formation. More than 550 scien-
tists, engineers, technicians, and support per-
sonnel comprise the NCAR staff.

Eligibility
Visiting scientists study and conduct re-

search at NCAR under fellowships and research
programs. NCAR facilities are available to
qualified scientists, subject to scheduling
feasibility.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Office
of National Centers and Facilities Operations,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550; or Director, National Center for
Atmospheric Research, P.O. Box 1470, Boulder,
Colo. 80302.
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National Radio Astronomy Observatory

The National Science Foundation supports
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(NRAO), an independent National Research
Center through which Government-owned rad;^
astronomy facilities are made available to
qualified scientists. The NRAO staff assists
visiting scientists with the large radio anten-
nas, receivers, and other equipment needed to
detect, measure, and identify radio waves from
outer space.

Headquarters for NRAO is in Charlottesville,
Va.; observing facilities are located primarily
in Green Bank, W. Va. NRAO is supported un-
der the terms of a contract between the Foun-
dation and Associated Universities, Inc., a

nonprofit corporation.

Major research facilities at NRAO include a
140-foot highly precise, fully steerable radio
telescope; an interferometer consisting of
three fully steerable 85-foot telescopes with
a portable 42-foot telescope for remote opera-
tion; and a 300-foot radio telescope steerable
in declination (latitude) only. A 36-foot radio
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telescope operating at millimeter wavelengths
is located at the Kitt Peak National Observatory
near Tucson, Ariz. NRAO has a small staff of
resident scientists, engineers, and technicians.

Eligibility
NRAO makes up to 60 percent of the observ-

ing time on each instrument available for the
use of visiting scientists. All qualified U.S.
scientists and on occasion foreign visitors may
use the instruments, subject to priorities based
on the scientific merit of the proposed re-
search, the capability of the instruments to do
the work proposed, and the time available.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
Office of National Centers and Facilities Op-
erations, National Science Foundation, Wash-
ington, D. C. 20550; or Director, National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, Va.

22901.
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V. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE
SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

International Cooperative Scientific Activities supported by the Foun-
dation are designed to ensure adequate U.S. participation in international
scientific events to help maintain the overall strength of U.S. science.
Programs in the international scientific area are intended to produce new
scientific knowledge; foster the exchange of information between U.S. and
foreign scientists; strengthen U.S. science through the introduction of
foreign talent and procedures; and contribute to the achievement of U.S.
foreign policy objectives.

Programs described in this chapter are administered by the Office of
International Programs (CAP) and complement the international aspects of
other Foundation activities in support of science and science education.
OIP is a component of the Directorate of National and International
Programs.
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United States-Republic of China Cooperative Science Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support the participation of U.S. sci-
entists in the United States-Republic of China
Cooperative Science Program. Chinese funds
support Chinese scientists participating in the
program.

Three types of projects are supported in the
program:

(1) Cooperative research in all areas of the
natural sciences.

(2) Visiting scientists:
(a) short-term visitors to serve as con-

sultants, to lecture, to participate in
symposia or special workshops, and
similar activities in all fields; but
limited to U.S. scientists already in
East Asia for other purposes;

(b) long-term visitors from six months to
one year to instruct at the graduate
level and to conduct collabdrative re-
*search in all areas of the natural sci-
ences.

(3) Scientific seminars on any appropriate
scientific suoject including science edu-
cation.

A brochure describing the United States-
Republic of China Cooperative Science Pro-
gram is available from the Foundation, together
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with instructions and guidelines for submitting
proposals.

Eligibility
Those eligible to submit proposals are col-

leges and universities, individual scientists, or
groups of scientists. The program is aimed
primarily at the academic scientist; however,
others may be considered. An informal in-
quiry to the Foundation should be made before
a formal proposal is submitted. All projects
involving both United States and Chinese sci-
entists are jointly funded and must be approved
by the Foundation and the National Science
Council in Taipei.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time, but
with the exception of (2) (a) above; approxi-
mately six months are needed for considera-
tion.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
United States-Republic of China Copperative
Science Program, Office of International Pro-
grams, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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United States-France Exchange of Scientists Program

The National Science Foundation and the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
jointly sponsor an exchange of scientists for
study or research in the mathematical, physi-
cal, chemical, and engineering sciences and in
the biological sciences exclusive of the medi-
cal sciences. Awards are not made in the social
or medical sciences or in education or busi-
ness fields.

Eligibility
Eligible individuals are citizens or nationals

of the United States and France who will
have earned a doctoral degree or its equiva-
lent normally not more than five years prior to
the commencement of the exchange visit.
Eligible institutions are, for American candi-
dates, any appropriate nonprofit French institu-
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tion. Appropriate nonprofit institutions are
institutions of higher education; government
research institutes, laboratories, or centers; and
privately sponsored nonprofit institutes. The
period of the exchange visit is normally be-
tween 5 and 15 months. French candidates
may obtain information and application mate-
rials from the Centre Nationalde la Recherche
Scientifique. American candidates may obtain
information and application materials from the
address below.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
United States-France Exchange of Scientists
Program, Office of International Programs,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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United States-India Exchange of Scientists and Engineers

The National Science Foundation adminis-
ters the participation of U.S. scientists and
engineers in a program of short-term exchanges
for the purposes of exchanging scientific infor-
mation and planning future scientific coopera-
tion. In India the program is administered by
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search. These organizations are jointly re-
sponsible for approving each exchange visit.
The National Science Foundation pays only
travel costs of U.S. scientists to and from
India. Within India, expenses are covered by
the local hosts. A brochure describing this
program is available from the Foundation.

Eligibility

Individual senior scientists and engineers are
eligible to submit proposals. The evaluation of

requests is based on the applicant's profes-
sional qualifications and the merit of the pro-
posed activity in India.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
United States-India Exchange of Scientists and
Engineers, Office of International Programs,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.
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United States-Italy Cooperative Science Program

The National Science Foundation coordinates
the participation of U.S. scientists and institu-
tions in the United States-Italy Cooperative
Science Program.

The objectives of the program are to promote
cooperation between scientists of the two coun-
tries for peaceful purposes and to provide
additional opportunities for them to exchange
ideas, skills and techniques; to attack problems
of particular mutual interest; to work together
in unique environments; and to utilize special
facilities.

Types of projects included in this program
are:

(1) Joint research projects.

(2) Exchange of scientists, in connection
with approved projects.

(3) Seminars to exchange information and
plan cooperative research.

Each activity in the program involves partici-
pation by scientists of both countries and re-
quires approval by the Foundation and by the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, the execu-
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tive agencies responsible for carrying out the
terms of the agreement in the United States
and Italy. Nothing in the agreement is intended
to prejudice other arrangements for scientific
cooperation between the two countries.

Funds for the support of the activities of
American scientists may come from any U.S.
source, which includes but is not confined to
the regular research support programs of the
Foundation. Proposals are submitted to the
appropriate funding agency or institution in
accordance with its normal procedures. At the
same time, the U.S. investigator sends a copy
of his proposal to the address below, together
with a copy of the joint Application Form,
signed by him and the Italian principal inves-
tigator.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
United States-Italy Cooperative Science Pro-
gram, Office of International Programs, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.
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United States-Japan Cooperative Science Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support the participation of U.S. sci-
entists in the United States-Japan Cooperative
Science Program. Japanese funds support
Japanese scientists participating in the pro-
gram.

Three types of projects are included in the
program:

(1) Cooperative research in all areas of the
natural sciences.

(2) Scientific seminars.

(3) Visiting scientists.

The joint United States-Japan Committee
stresses the need for more American scientists
working for extended periods in Japanese lab-
oratories.

A brochure describing the United States-
Japan Cooperative Science Program is avail-
able from the Foundation, together with in-
structions and guidelines for submitting
proposals.

Eligibility
American scientists in any fundamental sci-

entific discipline may apply to the Foundation
for support of a research or training project to

be carried out in a Japanese institution. As-
surance must be given that the Japanese insti-
tution can accommodate the American partici-
pant.

Organizations eligible to submit proposals
are colleges and universities, nonprofit re-
search institutions, individual scientists, or
groups of scientists. This program is aimed
primarily at the academic scientist; however,
others may be considered. All projects involv-
ing both United States and Japanese scientists
are jointly funded and must be approved both
by the Foundation and the Japan Society for
the Promotion of Science.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time; ap-
proximately six months are needed to consider
a proposal.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
United States-Japan Couperative Science Pro-
gram, Office of International Programs, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.
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United States-Romania Science and Technology 'Exchange and
Cooperation

Jointly with the National Council for Science
and Technology of Romania, the National Sci-
ence Foundation supports exchanges of sci-
entists and cooperative scientific activities
between scientists and institutions of the
United States and Romania. Exchange and
cooperation may be in those fields of science
in which the Foundation supports scientific
research projects. (See page 3.)

Eligibility
Proposals for grants for cooperative scien-

tific activities may be submitted by colleges
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and universities and by academically related
nonprofit research organizations. Individual
scientists employed by such institutions and
organizations may apply for support of ex-
change visits to Romania.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to:

United States-Romania Science and Tech-
nology Exchange and Cooperation Program,
Office of International Programs, National Sci-
ence Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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International Science Education Assistance Programs

At the request of the Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID), the National Science
Foundation provides advice and administrative
services in support of assistance projects con-
cerned with science education improvement.
Such projects may be addressed to regional or
national development goals. The costs of the
U.S. contribution to these projects are paid for
by AID.

These activities take place under the terms
of an agreement concluded in 1965 between
NSF and AID, which has the purpose of per-
mitting AID to draw on the experience of NSF
in devising methods of improving science edu-
cation through teacher-training programs and
the development of new and improved science
curricular materials.

Present activities under the agreement are:

Cooperative Program for the Improvement of
Science Education in IndiaUnder an agree-
ment between' NSF, AID, and the Government
of India, the Foundation recruits and assigns
technical and administrative personnel for
long-term positions with the Science Liaison
Staff in New Delhi and for short-term con-
sultant assignments with specific projects in
India. Some short-term consultants are em-
ployed to assist with projects in curriculum
design, the production of texts and teaching
aids, the design of teacher-training programs,
and college and university development. They
serve at various places in India, at different
times of the year, and usually for periods of
less than three months.

Eligibility
U.S. scientists and science teachers with ex-

tensive experience in educational projects in

the United States or abroad are eligible and en-
couraged to express their interest. If selected,
they are c,,pointed as consultants to the Na-
tional Science Foundation and assigned to
specific projects in India. Consultants receive
travel and living expenses and a consulting fee
for their service in India.

Science Education SupportWorldwideUn-
der an agreement with the Office of Education
and Human Resources of AID's Technical As-
sistance Bureau, the Foundation administers
a small program that provides services or
special studies performed by selected institu-
tional grantees or consultants to help AID ful-
fill its responsibilities for assisting the devel-
oping countries in which it works to improve
the quality of their scientific and technical
education.

The limited funds available are already fully
committed, but the Foundation will accept
informal proposals which will be reviewed for
possible inclusion in the future. These in-
formal proposals should be limited to projects
in science education improvement which pro-
vide for studies or services of general applica-
bility in countries receiving ussistance from
AID.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: In-
ternational Science Education Assistance Pro-
grams, Office of International Programs,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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VI. SCIENCE EDUCATION

A major task of the National Science Foundation is to assist in fostering
beneficial changes in education in the sciences at all academic levels.
Convinced of the importance of science in molding a better future for all
people, the Foundation supports projects designed to find ways in which
science education can better serve a broad segment of society, make
science education relevant to society's needs as well as students' needs
and interests, and provide the scientific background necessary to assist
people in dealing with problems besetting society.

The Foundation's education program stresses the development of new
and more effective ways, in terms of both techniques and costs, of educating
people, of developing new approaches to the initial preparation of teachers,
technicians and research scientists, and of improving the in-service
training of science manpower in such a way as to bring about sound educa-
tional reform at all levels of education.

In addition to supporting specific types of activities designed to
promote the general objectives mentioned above. the Foundation encour-
ages experimentation with other new and innovative ways of improving
education in the sciences. Many of the new directions in educational reform
today are the outgrowth of experiments in science education supported by
the Foundation as special projects.

Project proposals which may significantly improve science education
are encouraged and accepted; awards are made on the basis of merit.
Two factors are of primary importance in assessing the merit of a proposed
project: (1) does the proposal demonstrate that the activity will be of high
scientific and educational quality and give promise of bringing about sub-
stantial and lasting improvement in instructional programs in science?
(2) does the proposed project merit the respect and confidence of the
academic community, and involve the time, effort and leadership of scien-
tists distinguished as investigators and/or teachers in their respective
fields?

The majority of proposals for projects to improve education in the
sciences are submitted by colleges ant un:versities. Proposals may also
be submitted by nonprofit organizations such as professional, scientific,
and educational associations or societies, and research institutes and
laboratories. Commercial organizations, State and local school systems,
and individuals acting independently of institutional sponsorship, while not
normally grantees for the support of education in science projects, may
under certain circumstances submit proposals and receive support from
the Foundation. Such organizations and individuals should consult with the
Foundation prior to formal submission of a proposal.

Support of activities benefiting science education is not limited to
programs administered by the Office of the Assistant Director for Education
toward which this chapter is oriented. In particular, the reader should note
those activities supported by the Office of Computing Activities and the
Office of International Programs.

.1
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Graduate Fellowships

The National Science Foundation awards
Gradt.zte Fellowships for study or work leading
to a master's or doctoral degree in the mathe-
matical, physical, medical, biological, engi-
neering, and social sciences and in the history
and philosophy of science. Awards will not be
made in clinical, education, or business fields,
nor in history or social work, nor for work to-
ward medical or law degrees.

Graduate Fellowships are awarded on the
basis of the applicant's ability as evidenced by
academic records, letters of recommendation,
and scores obtained in examinations designed
to measure scientific aptitude and achieve-
ment.

Fellowships are awarded for full-time study
or research at appropriate nonprofit U.S. or
foreign institutions of higher education.

In previous years, Graduate Fellowships have
been awarded for one or two years, with a 9 cd.
12 months' tenure in the fellowship year. The
basic 12-month stipend for graduate fellows
was set at $2,400 for the first year level, $2,600
for the intermediate level, and $2,800 for the
terminal level graduate student A travel and
dependency allowance was also provided. Be-
ginning with the awards to be announced in
March 1972, Graduate Fellowships are to be
offered for a period of three years, the second
and third years to be approved by the Founda-
tion on certification by the fellowship institu-
tion of the fellow's satisfactory progress
toward an advanced degree in the sciences.
The basic stipend is to be $300 per month of
tenure. No dependency allowances will be
provided. A fellow may receive concurrently
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additional educational training remuneration
from the Veterans Administration and may
receive supplementation or his stipend from
institutional funds according to his year of
residence at the institution.

Eligibility
Beginning with the awards to be announced

in March 1972, Graduate Fellowships are to be
offered only to individuals who: (1) are citizens
or nationals of the United States; (2) have not
completed more than one year of graduate
study by the fall of the first year of fellowship;
(3) have demonstrated ability and special apti-
tude for advanced training in the sciences;
and (4) have been or will be admitted to grad-
uate status by the institution selected.

Deadlines
A brochure on the Graduate Fellowship Pro-

gram is available each year in October from the
Foundation. Applications must be submitted
to the Fellowship Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C. 20418, by late November. NSF an-
nounces the awards in March. Each application
must include a complete transcript of college
and university records, and a proposed plan for
graduate study or research.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Graduate Education in Science, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.



Graduate Traineeships

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that enable universities to provide Grad-
uate Traineeships in the mathematical, physi-
cal, medical, biological, engineering, and social
sciences, and in the history and philosophy of
science. Awards will not be made in clinical,
education, or business fields, nor in history or
social work, nor for work toward medical or law
degrees.

Traineeships are awarded to individuals by
the institution, not by the National Science
Foundation. Trainees may be appointed for
part-time or full-time 9- or 12-month tenure
periods only. The basic 12-month stipends
presently paid from NSF funds to trainees are:
first year level, $2,400; intermediate level,
PAO; and terminal year level, $2,800. A
dependency allowance may also be provided.
Beginning with the 1972-1973 academic year
the basic stipend is to be $250 per month of
tenure. No dependency allowance will be pro-
vided. An institution may supplement a train-
ee's stipend from institutional funds accord-
ing to his year of residence at The traineeship
institution.

No funds are available for new starts in fiscal
year 1972; however, NSF expects to provide an
estimated 1,808 continuing Graduate Trainee-
sh;ps in 1972-73 to institutions receiving prior
year traineeship grants.

Eligibility
Institutions InItitutions eligible to submit

proposals for Graduate Traineeships are univer-
sities that confer doctoral degrees in science.
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Proposals are submitted on behalf of depart-
ments of science or engineering, and a sepa-
rate proposal is required for each department
or comparable unit.

Individuals To be eligible for tenure under
a Graduate Traineeship an individual: (1) must
be a citizen or national of the United States;
(2) must be enrolled in a program leading to an
advanced degree in science; and (3) must be
affiliated with the institution at which he re-
ceives his appointment.

Deadlines

Institutions The proposal closing date is in
October; grants are made in February for the
following academic year.

Individuals A list of institutions in which
Graduate Traineeships are available may be
obtained in February from the Foundation. In-
dividuals wishing to apply for a Graduate
Traineeship should request application forms,
brochures, or other information from the insti-
tution in which he is, or intends to be, enrolled.
The deadline for receipt of applications is
established by the institution. Traineeship ap-
pointments normally must be made before the
opening of the fall term.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Graduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science

In cooperation with the Department of State,
the National Science Foundation awards NATO
Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science for scien-
tific study or work in mathematics, the sciences
(physical, biological, medical, and social), en-
gineering or interdisciplinary areas. Fellow-
ships are not awarded for support of work
toward the M.D., D.V.M., or D.D.S. degrees, nor
for support of residency training or similar work
leading to qualification in a clinical field.

The NATO fellowship program is designed to
assist in obtaining a closer collaboration
among the scientists of the NATO nations.
Fellowships are awarded for full-time scientific
study or work at nonprofit scientific institu-
tions located in foreign countries that are
members of or are cooperating with NATO.

Evaluation of applicants will be based on
their academic records, letters of recommenda-
tion, and ability to cany out the activities pro-
gram. Consideration is also given to proposed
fellowship activities that promote international
science cooperation.

The tenure of a NATO Postdoctoral Fellow-
ship in Science is normally 9 or 12 months; in
no case may it be less than 6 or more than 12
months. Fellows may begin fellowship activi-
ties at any time within one year following an-
nouncement of the award. The stipend is 16,500

for a full year. A limited travel and dependency
allowance may also be provided. During their
tenures NATO fellows may not receive remu-
neration from another fellowship, scholarship,
or similar award, or a Federal grant
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Eligibility
NATO Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science,

awarded by the National Science Foundation,
are offered only to individuals who: (1) are
citizens or nationals of the United States;
(2) have demonstrated ability and special apti-
tude for advanced training in the sciences; (3)
have a doctoral degree in one of the qualifying
fields of science; or have had scientific training
and research experience equivalent to that rep-
resented by the science doctorate; or have a
degree such as M.D., D.D.S., or D.V.M. and de-
sire to obtain further training for a career in
research.

This program is designed primarily for appli-
cants who have received their doctorates within
the past five years. Each applicant must submit
an outline of his proposed study under the
fellowship and complete transcripts of his col-
lege and university records.

Deadlines
A brochure is available each year in July

from the Foundation. Applications must be
submitted to the Division of Graduate Educa-
tion in Science, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D. C. 20550, by late September of
each year. Awards are announced by the Na-
tional Science Foundation in January.

Additional Information
Communications should be addressed to:

Division of Graduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Advanwd Study Institute Participant Grants

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to enable U.S. scientists to attend cer-
tain NATO Advanced Study Institutes. These
meetings, held usually during the summer and
varying in length from one to eight weeks, per-
mit exhaustive treatment of a given scientific
topic by individuals whose reputations are
worldwide.

An international travel grant normally covers
the cost of round-trip air fare between the point
of origin in the United States and the institute,
based on jet-economy, if applicable, or excur-
sion rates. U.S. flag carriers must be used for
overseas travel. Per diem is not paid by the
Foundation, but in some cases may be avail-
able from the NATO institute.

Eligibility
Institutes Each year the National Science

Foundation selects certain institutes to receive
support for participant-travel and invites the
institute director to recommend U.S. partici-
pants for such awards. The Foundation then
invites the recommended participants to apply
for international travel grants.

Individuals To be eligible to receive an NSF
international travel grant to attend a NATO

a.
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Advanced Study Institute, an individual must
be: (1) a citizen or national of the United
States, and (2) an outstanding young scientist
(graduate or recent postdoctoral student).

In addition, individual institutes have specific
academic prerequisites for admission. Their
announcements should be consulted for details.

Deadlines
Announcements of NATO Advanced Study

Institutes are frequently posted by the depart-
ments of colleges and universities and also are
printed in professional and academic journals.
The Foundation makes available a list of these
institutes annually around March. Individuals
wishing to attend a NATO Advanced Study In-
stitute should request information from the
institute director. The deadline for receipt of
applications for admission is established by
the institute.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Graduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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Advanced Science Education Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to upgrade the quality of science in-
structional programs at the graduate level and
to identify and support new approaches for
improving graduate science education. No
specific criteria are established; creative and
novel approaches are encouraged.

Examples of appropriate projects are:
strengthening a graduate degree program by
the development of new or special course offer-
ings, including the design and preparation of
films and other educational aids; improvement
of graduate-level training programs for pros-
pective junior college and college science
teachers; developing model courses for incor-
poration into graduate programs in other insti-
tutions; initiating or strengthening interinstitu-
tional programs; the development of courses
on the relationship between science and so-
ciety; and supporting special conferences or
studies on national problems in graduate
education.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals for

Advanced Science Education are universities

and colleges, and other appropriate nonprofit
organizations or professional scientific socie-
ties. Before preparing a formal proposal the
project should be discussed informally with
NSF project staff, and/or a preliminary pro-
posal should be submitted. An announcement
containing application materials is available
from the Foundation.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time. The
period of time required for processing a pro-
posal varies greatly; some proposals require
six months or more before a decision can be
reached.

Additional Information
Communications should be addressed to

Division of Graduate Education in Science,
Natiortal Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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Summer Institutes for College Teachers

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support summer institutes in ad-
vanced-level science, mathematics, and engi-
neering courses for college teachers. Such
courses permit exploration in depth of those
areas that may have become particularly sig-
nificant for the reorganization and strengthen-
ing of the college curriculum. The duration of
the summer institute varies considerably, but
the average is between six and seven weeks.

Within the range $100-$250, each perticipant
may be provided with a weekly stipend equal
to one-fortieth of the participant's academic
year salary for the year preceding the summer
the project will be in operation. Travel allow-
ances are also provided.

Eligibility
Institutions Institutions eligible to apply for

grants to support summer institutes are nor-
mally colleges and universities with graduate
programs where staffing laboratories, and li-
braries are adequate for the advanced nature
of the work.

Individuals To be eligible to participate in
Summer Institutes for College Teachers an
individual must be a U.S. college teacher of
one of the sciences (biological, medical, physi-
cal, or social), mathematics, or engineering.
Teachers at junior or community colleges or
technical schools are eligible. A limited num-
beret college teachers who are foreign na-
tionals may be accepted as participants in
these institutes.
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In addition, individual summer institutes
have established spe:ific academic prerequi-
sites for admission; their brochures should be
consulted for details.

Deadlines
Institutions An announcement containing

application materials Is available in March from
the Foundation. The application deadline is
June 1. Grants for Summer Institutes for Col-
lege Teachers are made in October for the
following summer.

Individuals A list of institutions offering
Summer Institutes for College Teachers is
given in the Directory of College Teacher Pro-
grams published annually in late November;
the directory is available from the Foundation.

Individuals wishing to apply for admission
should request brochures, application forms,
and other information from the project director
in charge of the institute. The deadline for
receipt of applications is established by each
local project director.

Participants are selected by the institutions
involved, not by the Foundation.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Short Courses tor College Teachers

The National Science Foundation awards
grants for short courses in science, mathe-
matics, and engineering for college teachers.
The courses are under the direction of highly
competent research scientists who provide spe-
cialized short-term instructional programs (less
than four weeks' duration) covering recent ad-
vances in selected areas of their scientific
fields.

Scheduling of courses is arranged for time
periods that are convenient for college teach-
ers, such as early or late summer, or during
the academic year.

Within the range $1004250, each participant
may be provided with a weekly stipend equal
to one-fortieth of the participant's academic
year salary for the year preceding the summer
the project will be in operation. Travel alow-
ances are also provided.

Eligibility
Institutions Institutions eligible to apply for

grants to support short courses are normally
colleges and universities with graduate pro-
grams where staffing, laboratories, and li-
braries are adequate for the advanced nature
of the work.

Individuals To be eligible to participate in
Short Courses for College Teachers an indi-
vidual must be a U.S. college teacher of one of
the sciences (biological, medical, physical, or
social), mathematics, or engineering Teachers

at junior or community colleges or technical
schools are eligibIe.

In addition, individual short courses have
established specific academic prerequisites for
admission; their brochures should be consulted
for details.

Dud linos
Insdtutiees An announcement containing

application materials is available in March
from the Foundation. The application deadline
is June 1. Granb for Short Courses for College
Teachers are made in October for the following
summer and academic year.

Individuals A list of institutions offering
Short Courses for College Teachers is given in
the Directory of College Teacher Programs pub-
lished annually in late November; the directory
is available from the Foundation.

Individuals wishing to apply for admission
should request brochures, application forms,
and other information from the project director
in charge of the project. The deadline for re-
ceipt of applications is set by the project direc-
tor. Participants are selected by the institutions
involved, not the Foundation.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Undergraduate Educaticsi in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Student-Originated Studies

The National Science Foundation awards
grants in a competitive program for the sup-
port of studentginaied studies of environ-
mental problems. The program seeks to ad-
vance two basic objective& (1) to encourage
serious students of science to express in pro-
ductive ways their growing concern for the
environmental well-being of the Nation; and
(2) to provide support for groups of college and
university students who can demonstrate their
readiness to assume increasing responsibility
for their ovm educational development

Projects must: (a) meet standards of intel-
lectual rigor, replicability, andto a reasonable
defireeoridinalitY; (b) be organized around a
single problem or group of logically related
problems concerned with the quality of the
environment (natural or social); (c) be inter-
disciplinary in nature; and (d) be student-
originated and student-directed.

Ellity
Institutions Groups of science students in

four-year colleges and universities are eligible
to apply for Student-Originated Studies (SOS)
grants. Guidelines am being kept as brief and
straightfonvard as possible to permit maximum
diversity and flexibility in the projects pro-
posed. A group of students wishing to ally
themselves for a summer's work of 10 to 12
weeks must submit a proposal descnbing the
project they envision.

Each project must name a Student Project
Director and a (faculty) Project Mvisor. Physi-
cal facilities and fiscal services must be pro-
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vided by a college or university that agrees to
accept the grant on behalf of the student group
and to serve as its host. Both undergraduate
and graduate students may participate in SOS
projects. Participants may be drawn exclusively
from the student body of the host institution,
but inclusion of students from other institu-
tions is strongly encouraged.

Individuals Students not affiliated with a
group applying for SOS support may be ac-
cepted for one of the projects supported by
the Foundation. A list of the projects that will
operrte each summer will be mailed to indi-
vidual inquirers in March. Such individuals
must then apply to the Studen' Project Director
of the activity in which they are interested to
ascertain what vacancies are available; learn
what talents, qualities, or prerequisites are re-
quired by the project; secure application
materials, and the like. Individual participants
will be selected by local project officialsnot
by the National Science Foundation.

Deadlines
The date for receipt of applications is in late

October; the grant award date is in late Feb-
ruary.

Additional Infonwation

A Student-Originated Studies announcement
containing application materials is available
from the Foundation. Commmications should
be addressed to: Division ot Undergraduate
Education in Science, National Science Foun-
dation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Undergraduate Research Participation

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that provide undergraduate students
with research or independent study opportuni-
ties under the guidance of compdtent research
directors.

Undergraduate Research Participation grants
are awarded for full-time projects of at least
ten weeks' duration. Part-time academic year
projects are no longer supported.

Full-time undergraduate research partici-
pants may receive stipends at a rate not to
exceed $80 per week, up to a maximum of 12
weeks.

Eligibility

Institutions Organizations eligible to apply
for an Undergraduate Research Participation
grant are four-year colleges, universities, ano
nonprofrt research institutions.

Individuals To be eligible to participate in
an Undergraduate Research Participation prof
ect an individual must be a full-time under-
graduate student and be well-grounded in
science. A stuoent may apply for full-time
projects at institutions other than the one he
attends, and for projects in disciplines other
than his major field.

Since each research participation project
establishes specific academic prerequisites for
student admission, the appropriate project di-
rector should be consulted for details.

Deadlines

Institutions An Undergraduate Research
Participation announcement containing appli-
cation materials is available in late May from
the Foundation. The date for receipt of appli-
cations is in early September; the grant award
date is in late December.

Individuals *A list of institutions conducting
undergraduate research participation projects
is available from the Foundation in February
for the following summer.

Individuals wishing to apply for admission
should request brochures, application forms,
and other information from the project director.
Application deadlines are set by the project
director. Participants are selected by the in-
stitutions involved, not the Foundation.

Additional Information
Communications should be addressed to:

Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Technical Education Development Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to assist in expansion and improvement
of post-secondary technician education pro-
grams in the United States. Grants are made
in two major categories of activity:

(1) Support to technical and professional
organizations, institutions, or ad hoc
groups of competent technicians and
scientists, to assist in the development
and testing of new instructional patterns
and curricula that will enable technical
education programs to keep pace with
the changing needs of the industrial-
scientific complex.

(2) A pilot program of institutional support
for coherent technician education pro-
gram development and implementation,
via a limited number of grants to institu-
tions offering formal curriculums for
technician training, which will serve to
establish criteria and guidelines and
provide models for broader develop-
ment in technician-training institutions
throughout the Nation.

Eligibility
The institutional support program is open to

all nonprofit (2-year or 4-year) institutions
offering programs for the training of individu-
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als who will become a part of the corps of
backup personnel directly supporting the work
of scientists and engineers.

Support of such programs in proprietary
schools or other for-profit institutions will be
considered, where such organizations have
spec ia I capabilities.

Individual institution support for technician
education program development and imple-
mentation is restricted, until further notice, to
those programs providing technical backup for
physical scientists and engineers. Suppolt to
technical or professional organizations, etc.,
for curriculum materials development is not
restricted to physical science and engineering.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time;

processing requires approximately six months.

Additional Information
An announcement containing guidelines for

the submission of proposals and application
materials is available from the Foundation.
Communications should be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Undergraduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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Pre-Service Teacher Education Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to improve programs for the preparation
of prospective pre-college science teachers, by
emphasizing both increased knowledge of the
subject matter and greater skill in organizing
and presenting course materials. The objec-
tives of the program are to develop the type of
curricular change at colleges which will in-
crease the scientific competence of graduates
and at the same time provide the pedagogical
preparation essential to their performance as
teachers of science.

Projects under the Pre-Service Teacher Edu-
cation Program (PSTEP) may include any ac-
tivity or combination of activities calculated to
improve the preparation of undergraduate stu-
dents for careers as elementary or secondary
school science teachers. A proposal should
show that both education and science depart-
ments will be jointly involved in producing
graduates who are thoroughly prepared both
substantively and pedagogically to become sci-
ence teachers.

Experience has shown that the problems of
science teacher education are multifaceted,
and that all the facets are more likely to be
considered if the design and execution of im-
provement projects includes representatives of
all the groups that/will be affected. Projects
already underway include many of the following
activities: recruitment that informs students
and strengthens communication with their
teachers; teaching science and education
courses through the use of instructional meth-
ods that derive from the subject being taught;
providing a diversity of teaching and other
classroom experience before the required stu-
dent teaching; developing strong collaboration
of college faculty and supervising teachers;

including in the undergraduate preparation a
thorough grounding in the more modem ele-
mentary and secondary courses and curricula;
maintaining close liaison with new graduates
and their administrative superiors; supporting
pre-service and in-service teachers by assem-
bling materials and advisors for continuing
self-renewal and professional growth.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals

under PSTEP are four-year colleges and uni-
versities that have, or are actively planning,
elementary or secondary school teacher educa-
tion programs in the sciences. Proposals may
also be submitted by existing or ad hoc con-
sortia of institutions. A brochure containing
suggestions for submission of proposals is
available from the Foundation. It is suggested
that the proposed project first be described
in a preliminary proposal with sufficient detail
to permit the Foundation to determine whether
a formal proposal should be submitted.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time;
processing requires six to nine months. For
projects with a June or September starting date,
three copies of the preliminary proposal should
be received in the Foundation the preceding
November.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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College Science Improvement Program A: Individual Institutional
Projects in 4-Year Colleges

The primary purposes of Program A (COSIP)
are to accelerate development of the science
capabilities of predominantly undergraduate
institutions and to enhance their capacity for
continuing self-renewal. In order to improve
the full range of undergraduate education in
the sciences and to expand opportunities for
undergraduates to become interested in sci-
entific careers as scientists or as science
teachers at the elementary, secondary or col-
lege level, or to develop the kind of under-
standing of science and its interactions with
society that must be characteristic of educated
nonscientists, COSIP aims to have beneficial
effects on professors and students, subject mat-
ter and methods of instruction, curricula and
individual courses, facilities, equipment, and
teaching materials. A proposal will be expected
to present a coherent and realistic plan for im-
proving science activities at the undergraduate
level.

No specific prescription for an improvement
plan will be formulated by the National Science
Foundation. The individual means adopted by
institutions should vary. Each institution will
be expected to develop plans that are built
upon its present strengths and oriented toward
eliminating its present weaknesses. Creative
and original approaches holding greater prom-
ise than the following of standard practice will
be looked upon with favor. Such creative ap-
proaches may certainly include those which
promise to effect improvement in the economy
of instruction.

The maximum duration of a grant is three
years; grants will generally not exceed an aver-
age of $100,000 per year. Only one proposal
from an institution will be considered at any
one time.

Eligibility
Both new and established institutions are

eligible for support.
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1. New institutions. Eligibility begins one
calendar year prior to the institution's formal
initiation of classes for its first group of
matriculated students.

2. Established institutions. Colleges and
'universities that have strong baccalaureate
programs in the sciences, and that did not
grant more than 10 Ph.D. degrees in the sci-
ences during the academic years 1961-62 to
1963-64 inclusive, are eligible for grants. Pref-
erence is given to institutions awarding 100 or
more science baccalaureates in the most re-
cent three-year period for which data are
available.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time;

processing requires approximately six to nine
months.

Additional Information

An announcement containing guidelines for
the submission of proposals and application
materials is available from the Foundation.
Communications should be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Undergraduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.

Those institutions (or contortia of institu-
tions) which find that their long-range planning
logically involves coordinated implementation
of improvements in the humanities as well as
the sciences should consider the possibility of
simultaneous or joint proposals to the Founda-
tion and the National Endowment for the
Humanities. For further information on the
Endowment's activities in this regard, contact:
Division of Education Programs, National En-
dowment for the Humanities, 806 15th Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20506. Institutions con-
templating joint or simultaneous proposals to
these two agencies should discuss their plans
with the appropriate program staffs before
developing a proposal.
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College Science Improvement Program B: Interinstitutional Projects in
4-Year Colleges

The primary purposes of Program B, as in
Program A, are to accelerate development of
the science capabilities of predominantly un-
dergraduate institutions and to enhance their
capacity for continuing self-renewal. In order
to improve the full range of undergraduate
education in the sciences and to expand op-
portunities for undergraduates to become in-
terested in scientific careers as scientists or
as science teachers at the elementary, sec-
ondary or college level, or to develop the kind
of understanding at science and its interac-
tions with society that must be characteristic
of educated nonscientists, this program aims
to have beneficial effects on professors and
students, subject matter and methods of in-
struction, curricula and individual courses,
facilities, equipment, and teaching materials.
A proposal will be expected to present a co-
herent and realistic plan for improving science
activities at the undergraduate level.

This program is intended for projects that
are, for academic and/or economic reasons,
clearly more appropriately carried out by a
group of institutions acting together than by
an individual institution acting alone.

The maximum duration of a grant is three
years; grants will generally not exceed an aver-
age of $100,000 per year.

Eligibility
Formal and ad hoc associations or consortia

of four-year colleges and universities are eli-
gible to submit proposals for interinstitutional
projects.

Institutions eligible to participate as a mem-
ber of a group are four-year colleges and uni-
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versities with baccalaureate programs :n the
sciences that have not granted more than 10
Ph.D. degrees in the sciences during academic
years 1961-62 to 1963-64 inclusive. However,
a university that has exceeded that number may
serve as advisor to a group of eligible institu-
tions.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time;
processing requires approximately six to nine
months.

Additional Information

An announcement containing guidelines for
the submission of proposals and application
materials is available from the Foundation.
Communications should be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Undergraduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.

Those institutions (or consortia of institu-
tions) which find that their long-range planning
logically involves coordinated implementation
of improvements in the humanities as well as
the sciences should consider the possibility of
simultaneous or joint proposals to the Founda-
tion and the National Endowment for the
Humanities. For further information on the
Endowment's activities in this regard, contact:
Division of Education Programs, National En-
dowment for the Humanities, 806 15th Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20506. Institutions con-
templating joint or simultaneous proposals to
these two agencies should discuss their plans
with the appropriate program staffs before
developing a proposal.
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College Science Improvement Program C: Cooperative Projects for
2-Year Colleges

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to accelerate development of the sci-
ence, mathematics, and engineering capabili-
ties in regional groupings of two-year colleges.
Proposals should contain a coherent and
realistic plan for improving the preparation of
college students for careers in science or
science teaching. A consortium of two-year
institutions is to participate with a nearby col-
lege or university to accelerate faculty devel-
opment and related course content improve-
ment. Ordinarily each proposal is to deal with
a single science discipline, and any one depart-
ment in a given two-year college may not be
involved concurrently with the Foundation's
support in more than one cooperative project.
Grants are limited to a duration of three years,
and ordinarily are made in support of a plan
whereby one or two teachers from each two-
year college meet with colleagues to improve
the subject-matter coverage and currency of
their courses.

Eligibility
The cooperative four-year institution prefer-

ably is one that grants the master's degree or
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Ph.D. in the appropriate science field. It serves
as the grantee institution and contributes lead-
ership to the project. Two-year colleges eligible
to participate are those that offer college-
parallel courses in science for transfer credit.

Deadlines
Deadline for submission of proposals under

the Cooperative Projects for Two-Year Colleges
is mid-October; awards are announced in mid-
January.

Additional Information

An announcement containing guidelines for
the submission of proposals and application
materials is available from the Foundation.
Communications should be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Undergraduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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College Science Improvement Program D: Projects tor Historically
Black Colleges

The primary purposes of the program are to
accelerate development of the undergraduate
science capabilities of historically or trad;.-
tionally Negro institutions and to enhance their
capacity for continuing self-renewal. In order
to improve the full range of undergraduate edu-
cation in the sciences and to expand oppor-
tunities for undergraduates to become inter-
ested in scientific careers as scientists, or as
science teachers at the elementary, secondary
or college level, or to develop the kind of
understanding of science and its interactions
with society that must be characteristic of
educated nonscientists, COSIP aims to have
beneficial effects on professors and students,
subject matter and methods of instruction, cur-
ricula and individual courses, facilities, equip-
ment, and teaching materials. A proposal will
be expected to present a coherent and realistic
plan for improving science activities at the
undergraduate level. Two types of projects,
one for individual institutions and one for
groups of institutions are supported.

Individual Institutional Projects. No specific
prescription for an improvement plan will be
formulated by the National Science Founda-
tion. The individual means adopted by insti-
tutions should vary. Each institution will be
expected to develop plans that are built upon
its present strengths and oriented toward
eliminating its present weaknesses. Creative
and original approaches holding greater prom-
ise than the following of standard practice will
be looked upon with favor.

The maximum duration of a grant is three
years; only in exceptional circumstances will
requests for over $300,000 be considered. For
a project of shorter duration the limit will be
proportionately reduced. Not More than two
separate proposals for an individual institu-
tional project will be considered at any one time.

Eligibility
This program is open to all science bac-

calaureate-granting historically or tradition-

ally Black Colibges and Universities in the
United States.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time;
processing requires approximately six to nine
months.

Interinstitutional projects. In cases where two
or more institutions consider it advantageous
to launch a cooperative attack upon common
problems, COSIP will entertain proposals pre-
pared jointly by members of ad hoc or formal
consortia of baccalaureate-granting institu-
tions. Support may be requested for a period
of up to three years. Interinstitutional projects
must clearly be more advantageously carried
out by a group of institutions than by each in-
stitution acting alone.

Eligibility
An institution is eligible to participate in an

Interinstitutional Project even though it is ac-
tive in other consortia supported by this pro-
gram (witOin the limits given below) and/or
has an Individual Institutional Project proposal
pending or grant in force. A single department
may not, however, participate in more than one
interinstitutional project, and a single institu-
tion may not participate ih more than three
such projects.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time;
processing requires approximately six to nine
months.

Additional Information
An announcement containing guidelines for

the submission of proposals and application
materials is available from the Foundation.
Communications should be addressed to: Divi-
sion of Undergraduate Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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Visiting Scientists (Colleges)

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to provide for visits of productive and
creative scientists to colleges and small univer-
sities for two to three days to give lectures;
hold seminars; confer with students, adminis-
trators, and instructors; and to aid in other
ways in motivating students toward the pursuit
of careers in science and teaching science.
The program is directed primarily to those col-
leges and universities in which educational
opportunities are more limited than in larger
or more amply equipped institutions.

Eligibility
Organizations Organizations eligible to sub-

mit proposals for the Visiting Scientists (Col-
leges) program are national scientific and pro-
fessional societies in the sciences (biological,
physical, and social), engineering, and mathe-
matics.

Institutions Institutions eligible to obtain
visits by visiting scientists are junior colleges,
technical schools, four-year colleges, and uni-
versities.
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A list of organizations that have received
grants under the Visiting Scientists (Colleges)
program is available from the Foundation. In-
stitutions wishing to apply for visits by scien-
tists should make their requests through the
project director of the appropriate organization
holding a Foundation grant under this program.
Visits are arranged by the organization, not by
the Foundation.

Deadlines
The deadline for submission of proposals by

organizations is early October; grants are
awarded in March for the following academic
year.

Grants are not made to colleges and univer-
sities to establish Visiting Scientist programs.

Additional Information
Communications should be addressed to:

Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Undergraduate Science Course Improvement

The National Science Foundation awards
grants for projects to improve science educa-
tion, course content and curricula in the biolog-
ical, engineering, mathematical, physical, and
social sciences, in the history and philosophy
of science, and in interdisciplinary approaches
to the above areas.

Only projects which promise significant im-
provement in undergraduate science education
on a national level will be supported. Local
projects cannot be supported unless their
novelty and implications as a model are ex-
ceptional.

Projects which have received support have
generally fallen into one of the following cate-
gories: (1) development of course segments
dealing with new approaches to subject matter
that may involve written materials, film, tele-
vision, laboratory experiments and equipment,
or programmed materials; (2) development of
complete model courses or course sequences,
using many types of learning and teaching aids;
(3) small-scale experimental projects, typically
limited in subject matter, scope and academic
level, whose primary purpose is to investigate
and develop innovative approaches to science
teaching; (4) committee and conference studies
designed to identify problems in a given field
and to formulate guidelines for the evaluation
of modern instructional programs; and (5) plan-
ning and coordination projects designed to
develop basic guidelines for course improve-

ment, to stimulate the initiation of appropriate
projects, to correlate independent davelop-
mental projects, and to facilitate wiie dis-
semination of the results of such effr,rts.

Prospective proposers are encouraged to de-
scribe their projects in a preliminary document
in sufficient detail so that the Foundation can
determine whether formal proposal can be
considered. This document should discuss the
rationale, the personnel, the amount and nature
of suRoort requested, the expected outcome,
as well as plans for the evaiziation and for
the dissemination of the ideas and materials
produced.

Eligibility
Institutions eligib!e to submit proposa!s for

Undergraduate Science Course Inlorovemelit
are colleges, universities, and other nonprofit
institutions and organizations.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time.
Processing of formal proposals requires ap-
proAmately six months.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to assist institutions of higher education
to significantly improve science curricula at the
undergraduate level by providing funds to pur-
chase instructional equipment needed to im-
plement the improvement. Not mor6-than 50
percent of the cost of the equipment will be
funded by the Foundation, and the institution's
matching funds must be derived from nun-
Federa l sources.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals for

Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equip-
ment are junior colleges, colleges, and univer-
sities.
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Deadlines
An announcement containing application

materials is available in October from the
Foundation. The closing date for receipt of
applications is in late January; the award date
is mid-May.

Addition& Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Undergraduate Education in Sci-
ence, National Science Foundation, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20550.
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Academic Year Institutes tor Secondary School Teachers

The National Science Foundation awards
grants for institutes conducted full time during
the school year to provide specially designed
science or mathematics programs for second-
ary school teachers or supervisors for the pur-
pose of improving the science and mathematics
programs of their schools. Some institutes in-
clude an additional re.1?.ted summer program
to enable selected participants to complete
the requirements for an advanced degree.

Academic year institutes are available for
teachers or supervisors interested in concen-
trating on a single discipline or studying sev-
eral related disciplines, and teachers seeking
specific educational objectives, such as sci-
ence supervision.

For experienced teachers a maximum stipend
of $4,000 is paid for the period September 1 to
June 30. Dependency and travel allowances are
also provided.

Eligibility
Inatitutions Institutions eligible to apply for

grants to conduct Academic Year Institutes for
Secondary School Teachers are colleges and
universities which offer appropriate graduate-
level work.

Individuals To be eligible for stipend support
in an Academic Year Institute for Secondary
School Teachers an individual: (1) must be
presently employed as a teacher or supervisor
of science or mathematics in grades 7-12 with
at least five years of teaching experience;
(2) must ordinarily have received a bachelor's
degree; and (3) must not, except in a few speci-
fied cases, have attended a previous NSF-
supported academic year institute, two or more

summers of a sequential program in summer
institutes leading to an advanced degree, or
any three summer institutes during the five
years preceding the academic year in question.
Teachers not meeting all of the above require-
ments may participate in some of the projects
on a tuition-and-fees only basis.

In addition, individual institutes establish
specific academic prerequisites for admission;
their brochures should be consulted for details.

Deadlines

Institutions An academic year institute an-
nouncement containing grant application mate-
rials is available in mid-March from the Foun-
dation. The deadline for receipt of proposals
is June 1. Grants are made in mid-September
for the following academic year.

Individuals A directory of institutions offer-
ing academic year institutes is available in
October for the following academic year from
the Foundation.

Individuals wishing to apply for admission
should request brochures, application forms,
and other information from the appropriate
institute director. Completed application forms
must be mailed no later than January 20; suc-
cessful applicants will be notified of awards
by February 15. Participants are selected by
the institutions involved, not the Foundation.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Pre-College Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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Summer Institutes and Short Courses for Secondary School Teachers

The National Science Foundation awards
grants in support of institutes and short
courses which during the summer months pro-
vide opportunities for the supplementary train-
ing of secondary school science and mathe-
matics teachers, for the purpose of improving
the science and mathematics programs in their
schools.

Toward this purpose, a typical summer insti-
tute offers one or more of the following: sub-
ject-matter study aimed at specific needs of
teachers and schools, knowledge of new cur-
riculum materials and teaching methods, as-
sistance to teachers in developing materials
adapted to their own locales, development of
leadership and supervisory capability. Most of
these institutes offer a single summer of study.
About one-third are sequential institutes in-
volving a planned program of study for the
same participants for several summers.

Short courses are specialized in nature,
and of short duration, usually one to four
weeks.

Summer institute participants may receive
a maximum stipend of $100 per week, plus
dependency and travel allowances. Short-
course participants receive an allowance to-
ward the costs of room, board, and travel.
Participants in institutes or short courses are
exempt from the payment of tuition or aca-
demic fees.

Eligibility
Institutions Institutions eligible to apply for

summer institute or short-course grants are
colleges and universities which grant at least
a baccalaureate-level degree, and appropriate
nonprofit organizations.

Individuals To be eligible to attend a Sum-
mer Institute or Short Course for Secondary
School Teachers, an individual must be cur-
rently employed as a teacher or a science or
mathematics supervisor at the secondary
school level, grades 7-12. A teacher must be
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employed at least half-time and must teach at
least one full course in natural science or
mathematics, or must teach substantial
amounts of social science in at least one sec-
ondary school course.

Priority among applicants to a summer in-
stituteexcept for qualified returnees in a
sequential instituteis given 'to individuals
who have not previously received stipends in
summer or academic year institutes and who
provide evidence that their participation will
assist their schools in improving the schools'
science and mathematics programs. Prefer-
ence is given to individuals who have taught
for at least three years.

In addition, individual institutes establish
specific academic prerequisites for admission;
their brochures should be consulted for details.

Deadlines

Institutions A summer institute announce-
ment containing grant application materials is
available in mid-Mamh from the Foundation.
The deadline for receipt of proposals is July 1.
Grants for summer institutes are awarded in
November for the following summer. Proposals
for short courses should bo submitted by Oc-
tober 1, except in unusual circumstances.

Individuals A directory of institutions offer-
ing summer institutes and short courses for
the following summer is available in January
from the Foundation. Individuals wishing to
apply for admission should request brochures,
application forms, and other information from
the appropriate institute director. Completed
application forms must be mailed no later than
March 1. Participants are selected by the in-
stitutions involved, not the Foundation.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to: Di-
vision of Pre-College Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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In-Service Institutes for Secondary School Teachers

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that provide supplemental science or
mathematics instruction for secondary school
teachers or supervisors for the purpose of im-
proving the science and mathematics programs
of their schools. The times during which in-
struction is offered in these projects is so
chosen that teachers may participate in a pro-
gram of study without interference with their
classroom duties.

Although many in-service institutes meet
once a week for periods of two to four hours
for a full academic year, others are held in
vacation periods or irregularly, as they are not
restricted to a particular schedule format.
These institutes enable teachers to obtain addi-
tional knowledge of subject matter and/or to
become acquainted with important new textual
and laboratory materials developed by a num-
ber of course content study groups.

There are no tuition and fees charged for par-
ticipating teachers. A book purchase allowance
and a travel allowance for commuting expenses
are provided.

Eligibility
Institutions Organizations eligible to apply

for grants to support In-Service Institutes for
Secondary School Teachers are universities
and colleges that grant at least a baccala ureate-
level degree and other appropriate nonprofit
organizations.
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Individuals To be eligible to attend an In-
Service Institute for Secondary School Teach-
ers an individual must be a supervisor or
teacher of science or mathematics in grades
7-12. In addition, individual institutes establish
specific academic prerequisites for admission;
their brochures should be consulted for details.

Deadlines
Institutions An in-service institute announce-

ment containing grant application materials is
available in early September from the Founda-
tion. The deadline for receipt of proposals is
in early November; grants are awarded in
March for the following academic year.

Individuals A directory of institutions offer-
ing in-service institutes is available in April for
the following academic year from the Founda-
tion. Individuals wishing to apply for admis-
sion should request brochures, application
forms, and other information from the appro-
priate institute director. The deadline for re-
ceipt of applications is established by each
institute director and is given in the specific
institute brochure. Participants are selected by
the institutions involved, not the Foundation.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Pre-College Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.
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Cooperative College-School Science Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that enable school systems and nearby
colleges or universities to work cooperatively
to bring about significant improvements in
science (includes social science) or mathe-
matics programs of school systems. Projects
may focus on elementary or secondary school
programs.

Projects are expected to reflect the needs
and plans of the cooperating school systems.
They may be designed to strengthen current
courses of study, to adapt new materials to
local use, to prepare teachers in subject matter
relevant to the school system's instructional
needs, or to accomplish a combination of
activities.

Projects may provide for the training of key
staff members of the school systems in the
summer and follow-up activities during the
school year when the strengthened or new pro-
grams are implemented. Orientation activities
may take place in the spring preceding the
summer phase.

Eligibility
Institutions Institutions eligible to submit

proposals to the Cooperative College-School
Science Program are universities, colleges
and other appropriate nonprofit organizations.
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Grants are not made directly to elementary or
secondary school systems, but close collabora-
tion between school systems and the grantee
institution in designing the proposal and carry-
ing out the project is essential.

Individuals To be eligible for participation
in a project, a teacher must be employed by
the collaborating school system. Selection of
participants is made jointly by the cooperating
institution and the local school system.

Deadlines

Institutions An announcement containing
grant application materials is available in April
from the Foundation. The deadline for receipt
of proposals is in mid-August; grants are
awarded in December for the following spring,
summer, or academic year.

Individuals Announcements of grants and
qualifications for participants are made locally
and disseminated to eligible teachers.

Additional Information

Communications should be addressed to:
Division of Pre-College Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.
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Pre-College Curriculum and Instruction Development Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that assist scientists and engineers
working with educators to carry out projects for
the improvement of education in the sciences
(including social science), mathematics and
engineering for the educattanal levels from
kindergarten through the twelfth grade. High
priority will be given to projects designed for
a broad ability range of students in the elemen-
tary and secondary schools, and to the develop-
ment of courses and units which relate science
and technology to environmental and societal
problems. Examples of projects that have re-
ceived support are: (1) committee and confer-
ence studies designed to identify problems
in a given field and to formulate guidelines for
the evolution of modern instructional pro-
grams; (2) planning and coordination projects
designed to develop basic guidelines for course
improvement, to stimulate the initiation of ap-
propriate projects, to correlate independent
developmental projects, and to facilitate wide
dissemination of the results of such efforts;
(3) projects whose studies of the learning
process can be expected to be useful to other
study groups in developing improved curricu-
lum materials; (4) small-scale experimental
projects, typically limited in subject-matter
scope and academic level, whose primary pur-
pose is the investigation of innovative ap-
proaches to science teaching; (5) projects for
the development of course segments dealing
with new approaches to subject-matter presen-
tations through written materials, film, tele-
vision, laboratory experiments and equipment,
or programmed approaches; (6) projects to de-
velop complete model courses or course se-
quences, using many types of learning and
teaching aids; (7) projects to develop models of
outside-the-classroom instruction or other
modes of instruction which approach in a

realistic way the needs of nonacademically
oriented students; (8) projects designed to
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study the educational system with particular
reference of the application of scientific prin-
ciples to educational processes; (9) evaluation
projects designed to provide a record of the
diffusion and implementation process for new
course materials and to indicate more effective
means for diffusion and implementation of the
new course materials; and (10) projects to de-
velop leadership qualities and strengthen the
backgrounds in science curricula of resource
people who are then able to assist local school
systems which choose to implement these new
courses.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals for

Pre-College Course Content Improvement proj-
ects are colleges and universities and other
appropriate nonprofit organizations. Elemen-
tary and secondary schools, school systems,
and State departments of education are nor-
mally excluded as grantees, although the in-
volvement of schools and teachers in all phases
of the development of materials is essential.

Deadlines
Proposals for projects falling under category

(10) have an early fall deadline. Proposals for
projects under other categories may be sub-
mitted at any time. Prospective proposers are
encouraged to describe their projects in a
preliminary document so that the Foundation
can determine whether a formal proposal can
be considered.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Di-
vision of Pre..College Education in Science,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
20550.
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Student Science Training Program (Pre-College)

The National Science Foundation awards
grants that provide advanced educational op-
portunities for superior secondary school stu-
dents. These activities, usually conducted at
the grantee institution, encourage student par-
ticipation in either scientific research or spe-
cial course work.

Training is usually offered during the sum-
mer in sessions of at least five weeks' duration,
although academic year projects may also be
supported. Research participation projects
afford the student the opportunity to work
with experienced scientific investigators- and
to obtain firsthand knowledge of research

methods and techniques. Course-oriented proj-
ects present subject matter at a level more
advanced than can be expected in high school.

Costs of instruction are paid by the Founda-
tion; the student is expected to pay his own
expenses for room, board, and travel, Financial
assistance is available for students who other-
wise would be unable to attend.

Eligibility
Institutions Institutions eligible to apply for

grants under the Student Science Training Pro-
gram (Pre-College) are universities and colleges
which grant at least a baccalaureate-level
degree, and other appropriate nonprofit or-
ganizations.

Individuals To be eligible to participate in
a student science training project an individual
must be a high-ability secondary school stu-
dent, as evidenced by school records. Summer
projects are open only to students who will be
completing their junior year (11th grade) at the
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time of application. Academic year projects are
open to students from the 10th, 11th, and 12th

grades.

In addition, individual projects establish
specific academic and other prerequisites for
admission; their brochures should be consulted
for details.

Deadlines
Institutions An announcement containing

grant application materials is available in April
from the Foundation. The deadline for receipt
of proposals is late August. Grants are awarded
in December for the following summer and
academic year.

Individuals A directory of institutions offer-
ing science training programs .for high-ability
secondary school students is available in

January for the following summer from the
Foundation.

Individuals wishing to apply for admission
should request brochures, application forms,
and other information from the appropriate
project director. The deadline for receipt of
application forms is established by the project
director and usually falls between March 1 and
April 1 for summer projects. Participants are
selected by the institutions involved, not the
Foundation.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Divi-

sion of Pre-College Education in Science, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.



VII. COMPUTING ACTIVITIES IN
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

The Office of Computing Activities (OCA) was established in the
Foundation in July 1967, to provide Federal leadership in exploring and
developing the uses of the computer in education and research. OCA
administers programs directed at supporting basic research in computer
science and engineering; the development of advanced computer-based
research techniques, systems and resources; and the exploration and de-
velopment of innovative uses of the computer in the educational process.

OCA is a component of the Directorate of National and International
Programs.
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Computer Science and Engineering Programs

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research in the computer
science and engineering areas. The primary
objective is to stimulate the creation of the
scientific base of computer development.

The areas of research supported through
the three programs within Computer Science
and Engineering are indicated below. Projects
may contain elements considered within sev-
eral programs or deal with topics not explicitly
mentioned here. The primary focus of the re-
search will determine which program will con-
sider the proposal.

Theoretical Computer Science Program
This program supports basic research in the
theory of computation, numerical analysis and
computational mathematics, theory of formal
languages, intelligent systems, and other topics
concerned with the theoretical foundations of
computer science.

Software and Programming Systems Program
Awards in this program support basic and
applied research on software and systems of
programs including operating systems, com-
puter languages and their processors, infor-
mation structures and file management, man-
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machine interaction, graphics, and the study
of algorithms.

Computer Systems Design ProgramGrants
for basic and applied research focusing on the
development of principles of computer sys-
tems design include computer system archi-
tecture, computer system performance, major
subsystems, and logic design.

Eligibility
Guidelines on eligibility and proposal prepa-

ration and other helpful suggestions are con-
tained ii the NSF pamphlets, Grants for Com-
puting Activities (NSF 71-4), and Grants for
Scientific Research (NSF 69-23), which may be
obtained from the Foundation.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to: Office

of Computing Activities, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Computer Innovation in Education Programs

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support the exploration and develop-
ment of innovative uses of the computer in
education. The objectives of support through
these programs include (1) the exploration
and development of computer technology and
techniques of potential application to educa-
tion; (2) the exploration, development, and
evaluation of computer-oriented instructional
concepts and curricular materials; and (3) the
exploration and development of various models
for the dissemination of computer-based con-
cepts, curricular materials, programs, and
techn iques.

Computer Technology and Systems Program
Awards in this program support research in
computer technology and techniques applica-
ble to education, and projects focused on the
testing and evaluation of special systems.

Computer-Orientod Curricular Activities Pro-
gramThis program supports projects aimed
at (1) the development, test, and evaluation of
curricular materials in selected disciplines to
support new, innovative uses of computing in
instruction; (2) the development, test, and
evaluation of new instructional concepts re-
lated to computer-based education; and (3)
the development of mechanisms to dissemi-
nate and facilitate the widespread use of such
materials and concepts.

Regional Cooperative Computing Activities
ProgramGrants awarded under this program
support projects which will assist institutions
of higher education in the establishment of
cooperative arrangements directed at exploring
the application of computer techniques and
networks in the education process.

Grants are awarded 'oil a competitive basis
to consortia of institutions which typically in-
clude a major university, or equivalent, and a

number of participating institutions in prox-
imity to each other. Other designs, including
State-wide educational computing retworks,
are acceptable. Institutional support at a level
adequate to be self-sustaining following an
award is a criterion in the consideration of
proposa Is.

The program provides support for coopera-
tive teacher-training programs designed to in-
troduce and raise the level of sophistication in
computer-use technology and provide training
in the development of discipline-oriented in-
structional computer applications. In support
of the training activities, the program includes
partial support for remote computer service
supplied to each participating institution. A
provision to facilitate the transfer and dissem-
ination of information and materials developed
should be part of the cooperative plan.

Eligibility
Guidelines on eligibility and proposal prepa-

ration and other helpful suggestions are con-
tained in the NSF pamphlets, Grants for Com-
puting Activities (NSF 71-4), Grants tor Scion-
tific Research (NSF 69-23), Grants tor Educa-
tion in Science (NSF 69-19), and Regional Co-
operative Computing Activities Program (NSF
70-36), which may be obtained from the Foun-
dation.

Deadlines

Proposals may be submitted at any time
during the year.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Office
of COmputing Activities, National Science Foun-
dation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Computer Applications in Research Programs

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support research in advanced com-
putational technology. The potential useful-
ness of computers in research has increased
markedly with advances in technology which
(1) make possible a high degree of interaction
between the researcher and the computer;
(2) enable computers to be accessed by a
variety of remotely located terminals; and (3)
permit computers to be used on-line in com-
plex experimental research activities. Projects
in Computer Applications in Research focus
on the exploitation of these and other advances
in computer technology in the development of
new applications of computers in research.

Special Research Resources ProgramNSF
awards in this program include support of the
development of major research centers and re-
sources in computational technology in dis-
ciplinary, interdisciplinary, and functionally
oriented research areas. While projects will
be considered that involve cooperative efforts
of scientists at a single institution, projects for
exploring, planning, and implementing activi-
ties which will have a strong national impact
are encouraged.
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Techniques and Systems ProgramPro-
posals which seek to apply advanced compu-
tational techniques and systems to specific
research projects and activities are examined
critically in this program to assess the contri-
bution of the proposed work to the specific
discipline and to the existing hody of computer-
based techniques and systems.

Eligibility
Guidelines on eligibility and proposal prep-

aration and other helpful suggestions are
contained in the NSF pamphlets, Grants for
Computing Activities (NSF 71-4), and Grants
for Scientific Research (NSF 69-23), which may
be obtained from the Foundation.

Deadlines
There are no deadlines for proposals sub-

mitted to these programs.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: Office
of Computing Activities, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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VIII. SPECIAL PROGRAMS
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Institutional Grants for Science Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants for broad institutional use to colleges
and universities, based on Federal research
awards from any one of the Federal depart-
ments or agencies reporting obligations to the
Committee on Academic Science and Engineer-
ing. These are flexible funds for use at the
discretion of the institution to strengthen and
balance science programs of research and
education. The funds may not be used for
indirect costs.

The grants are computed by a graduated
formula based on Federal Research Awards
received by the institution during the previous
fiscal year. More than 600 institutions partici-
pate annually in the Institutional Grants for
Science Program.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to apply for grants under

the Institutional Grants for Science Program
are colleges and universities receiving research
awards, excluding those of the Public Health
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Service, during the previous year (July 1-June
30). Grants made by the Foundation through
its programs of Undergraduate Research Par-
ticipation and Research Participation for Col-
lege Teachers also establish eligibility for In-
stitutional Grants and are included in the base
for their computation.

Deadlines
Announcements are available in May of each

year from the address listed below. The appli-
cation deadline is July 31 Grants are an-
nounced in November.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to: In-
stitutional Grants for Science Program, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.
20550.

This program is administered by the office of
the Assistant Director for Institutional Pro-
grams.



International Travel Grants

The National Science Foundation awards
international travel grants to assist scientists to
go abroad for one of the following purposes:

(1) Attending international scientific con-
gresses and meetings;

(2) Obtaining or exchanging information in
the areas of basic research, science edu-
cation, science information or informa-
tion relating to international scientific
programs and associated activities;

(3) Cooperating in international scientific
activities.

International travel is defined as all travel
outside the United States and its possessions,
except Canada and Puerto Rico.

NSF each year selects certain meetings, in
areas of particular interest to the Foundation,
for which participant support may be granted.

International travel grants made to individ-
uals are based on, and normally limited to, the
equivalent cost of jet-economy air transporta-
tion from the city where the traveler resides, or
is employed, to his destination abroad and re-
turn. A per diem may be paid when an individ-
ual is traveling as a representative of the U.S.
Government. Travel must be by U.S. flag car-
riers, except in special circumstances.

Eligibility
Requests for international travel grants may

be submitted by individual U.S. scientists or by
nonprofit organizations (usually professional
societies). When a request is submitted by an
individual U.S. scientist, NSF form 9-1, Applica-
tion for International Travel Grant, available
from the Foundation, should be used.

Deadlines
Approximately a month is required to process

requests, but those for travel to meetings
should be submitted well in advance because
evaluation of requests normally occurs several
months before the meeting date.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to the

appropriate division or office: Division of Bio-
logical and Medical Sciences; Division of Engi-
neering; Division of Environmental Sciences;
Division of Mathematical and Physical Sci-
ences; Division of Social Sciences; Office of
Science Information Service; Office of Inter-
national Programs; Office of Computing Activi-
ties; Office for the International Decade of
Ocean Exporation; Office of Polar Programs;
Advanced Science Education Program, Division
of Graduate Education in Science; National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Scientific Conference Grants

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support conferences and symposia
that bring together leading scientists who are
pioneering in new or incompletely explored
fields of science.

The Foundation does not provide support for
regular meetings of scientific societies. Sup-
port for special conferences should be re-
quested only if regular meetings of professional
societies do not provide the necessary forum.

Eligibility
Proposals for support for scientific confer-

ences may be submitted by colleges and uni-
versities, nonprofit research institutions, or sci-
entific or professional societies. Concomitant
support by several Federal agencies or private
organizations is permissible.
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Deadlines
Proposals for Scientific Conference Grants

may be submitted at any time.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to the

following divisions or offices as appropriate:
Division of Biological and Medical Sciences;
Division of Engineering; Division of Environ-
mental Sciences; Division of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences; Division of Social Sciences;
Office of Computing Activities; Office of Sci-
ence Information Service; Office for the In-
ternational Decade of Ocean Exploration; Office
of Polar Programs; Office of International Pro-
grams; Office of Exploratory Research and
Problem Assessment; or Office of Intergovern-
mental Science Programs; National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Science Information Service

The National Science Foundation awards
grants and contracts to improve the dissemina-
tion of scientific information. Foundation sup-
port may be provided for the following activities:

(1) Development and improvement of infor-
mation systems.

(2) Operational support for information sys-
tems and services, and the publication of
results of original research, including
journals and monographs; production and
publication of abstracts, indexes, and
other bibliographic aids.

(3) Research in science information, includ-
ing both theoretical and applied aspects.

The Foundation's pamphlets Improving the
Dissemination of Scientific Information (NSF
69-25) and Grants for Scientific Research (NSF
69-23) should be consulted for additional infor-
mation on scientific information programs and
instructions for submission of proposals.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals are

professional scientific and technical societies,
universities and colleges, and organizations
both for profit and not for profit. Organizations
that plan to submit proposals are encouraged
to discuss their ideas informally with the ap-
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propriate staff members before preparing for-
mal proposals.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time;

approximately three months are required to
consider a proposal.

PLEASE NOTE The Office of Science In-
formation Service Is not organized for the
following services:

(1) Provide bibliographic or reference serv-
ices or perform literature searches.

(2) Furnish copies of publications resulting
from research sponsored by NSF or
other organizations.

(3) Hire translators or perform translations
of any foreign publications.

Additional Information

Communications may be addressed to:
Office of Science Information Service, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.

This program is administered by the office
of the Assistant Director for National and Inter-
national Programs.
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Special Foreign Currency Program

The National Science Foundation awards
grants to support scientific activities overseas
which will incur costs payable in the currencies
of Burma, Guinea, India, Morocco, Pakistan,
Poland, Tunisia, the United Arab Republic
(Egypt), or Yugoslavia. These activities are
comprised of two categories: research, sci-
ence education, and related activities; and
science information activities. They utilize for-
eign currencies which the Treasury Department
has determined to be in excess of the normal
requirements of the United States.

Research, Science Education, and Related Ac-
tivities Six classes of activities are included
in the program: cooperative research and
study; visiting U.S. scientists; scientific re-
sources and services; U.S. research and train-
ing; science advancement (joint conferences,
meetings, joint studies); and international
travel.

The Foundation brochure, Special Foreign
Currency Awards for Research, Science Educa-
tion, and Related Activities (NSF 71-10), de-
scribes the classes of activities supported and
provides other information. This program offers
no dollar support, but may include support of
the costs of international travel.

Science Information Activities The Foundation
negotiates contracts with organizations in the
eligible countries (including Israel) for delivery
of scientific and technological information to
the United States. Contracts cover translation,
abstracting, indexing, reviewing, and publica-
tion in English of significant foreign scientific
literature. The preparation and publication of
surveys, directories, guides, and other refer-
ence aids on foreign scientific and technical
information resourcesliterature, institutions,
scientistsis also undertaken under contract.
U.S. planning, coordination, representation,
and participation in international organizations
and conferences having significant science in-
formation programs is supported by grants to
U.S. institutions and individuals.
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Eligibility
Organizations eligible to submit proposals

are nonprofit higher educational institutions,
scientific institutes, scientific and technical
societies and associations, and similar organi-
zations, both nonprofit and profit-making,
chartered or otherwise authorized to conduct
business in the United States or in the coop-
erating country. Scientists affiliated with any of
the above organizations may apply for support.

Agreement on the nature and scope of the
cooperative project in Research, Science Edu-
cation, and Related Activities should be reached
by the U.S. and foreign principals before sub-
mission of their proposals. Proposals should
be prepared in accordance with the require-
ments outlined in the relevant NSF brochures,
Grants for Scientific Research (NSF 69-23),
Grants for Education in Science (NSF 69-19),
or Improving the Dissemination of Scientific
Information (NSF 69-25). Consultation or cor-
respondence with the Office of International
Programs by prospective U.S. or foreign pro-
posers prior to submission of a proposal is
recommended.

Those considering proposing projects in

Science Information Activities are encouraged
to discuss their ideas informally with the staff
of the Office of Science Information Service.
Details for the submission of proposals are
contained in the Foundation's brochures, Im-
proving the Dissemination of Scientific Infor-
mation and Grants for Scientific Research.

Deadlines
Proposals for any activity funded by foreign

currency may be submitted at any time. Ap-
proximately three months are required to
consider a proposal.

Additional Information
Communications may be addressed to:

Special Foreign Currency Program, Office of
International Programs or Office of Science
Information Service, as appropriate, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.
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Public Understanding of Science

The National Science Foundation considers
one of its important responsibilities to be the
development of a greater public understanding
of science. In addition to fostering public
understanding of science as part of many grant
programs, the Foundation has a special pro-
gram of Public Understanding of Science seek-
ing to bring direct focus and support to this
area. Central to the purpose of this program
is the enhancement of citizen knowledge and
understanding of both the potentials and lim-
itations in the use of science and technology in
meeting current and emerging societal
problems.

Proposals are encouraged which relate to
one of the following programs, within terms of
a single or combined focus.

Information Projects on ScienceProposals
to be considered under this general support
area should facilitate the dissemination of in-
forrnation on science for the general public.
Examples of the types of projects which may
be eligible for support are: books on science
for laymen, special purpose films, science mu-
seum exhibits, science forums for laymen, and
comparable activities.

A limited number of projects are funded
which focus on either increasing the scientific
knowledge of news media personnel or pro-
moting the exchange of ideas through sem-
inars and conferences between scientists and
laymen on science policy issues of national
and regional import.

Training ProgramsIn cooperation with the
Graduate Science Education Division, pro-
posals will be considered which provide ad-
vanced, supplementary capabilities to graduate
programs with the aim of preparing "science
leadership for tomorrow." The purpose here is

to develop, at the graduate level, science-re-
lated interdisciplinary programs involving the
social sciences on one hand, and administra-
tion, communications, etc., on the other; and
provide focus on increasing the communica-
tions skills of students in science, science
writing, and communications.

Research-Development Programs Support
will be provided for innovative and interdis-
ciplinary pilot programs which include the test-
ing and evaluation of new approaches in public
understanding of science.

Informal proposals may be submitted in the
form of a brief memorandum, including a
budget outline, prior to the preparation and
submission of a formal proposal.

Eligibility
Institutions eligible to submit proposals are

colleges, universities and independent, non-
profit organizations.

Deadlines
Proposals may be submitted at any time.

Processing usually requires at least four
months.

Additional Information

The Public Understanding of Science bro-
chure (NSF 70-42) describes the process of
submitting proposals in more detail. Com-
munications may be addressed to: Office of
Public Understanding of Science, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. 20550.

This program is administered by the Office
of Government and Public Programs.
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